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SECRET Wit — Charlotte Foreman's works of art have amazed many of her friends. A variety ot
artistic styles make up her one-woman ghost.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Works from artist's secret life
displayed in one-woman show

•
By CHARLES HONEY
The display of Foreman's work revealed her versatility in several styles, subjects and media.
Staff Writer
Many of her friends were surprised at the quality Watercolor, pen-and-ink, ebony and colored penof Charlotte Foreman's art work when they came to cils, pastels, and etchings depicted gardens, floral
the opening of her exhibit at the University Center studies, beach scenes, and portraits2Among the latGallery Saturday. They may have known her as the ter were montage-style graphics of John Barmother of two boys, or the wife of a university pro- rymore and Rudolph Valentino.
Also represented were advertisements and
fessor, but they hadniinown her as an artist.
It was, as one of them told her, something of a Christmas cards Foreman has made for Owen
Cleaners in Paducah, ads for a Connecticut
coming-out party.
"I feel like I've had a secret life," said Foreman. clothier, and a promotional poster for a Victorian
between acknowledging the constant flow of corn- photography exhibit in Murray.
Foreman's degree,,in graphic arts gave her the
plimenta from those attending the opening. "So
many people said, 'Charlotte, I had no idea you background for working in different media, from
the canvas to the newspaper page to television. In
could do this.'"
Foreman knew she could do it, but since moving fact, she worked for several years as art director
to Murray in 1975 she had not had the time. A for an ABC-TV affilliate in New Haven. Conn.. while
graduate of the prestigious Rhode Island School of doing graduate work in painting at Southern ConDesign, she had pretty much shelved her art to necticut State College. She met Terry when he was
raise her sons Sam and Alan, while her husband attending Vale.
She participated insozne.group exhibits while in
Terry worked as chairman of the MSU Department
New Haven, and when Terry got a job at Earlham
of Philosophy and Religious Studies.
However, with the encouragement of former College in Indiana. she taught printmaking there
Foreman was also doing free-lance designing,
gallery director Bill Lew, and a fortuitous circumstance which enabled her to set up a studio and when they moved again to San Diego she took
away from home,Foreman last year began produc- some private students and did a lot of drawing. The
beach scenes in her current exhibit attest to her
ing new works and preparing her existing ones for
productivity during that period and her love for the
exhibit. The result is her first one-woman show, on
ocean.
exhibit through Friday, and a nudge of renewed
.Then it was on to Murray in 1975. From then on
motivation.
"I viewed this show as a kind of commitment," most of her energy went toward rearing two boys,
and she met most people through the activities of
Foreman explained. "If people came to the opening
mothering or through Terry's work at MSU.She dad
and asked me what I'm going to do now, that would
continue to free-lance, doing ads for Owen's and
sort of force me to stick with it."
preparing the annual report for a Paducah bank.
Charlotte certainly figured that rightly; the
She also did a TV spot for the Murray Theaters.
friends and acquaintances who turned out Saturday
However, continuing her drawing and painting
not only praised her work, but often asked her if it
while being a mother proved difficult; when she
was for sale. To the latter she answered that she
tried to work, her boys' natural curiosity and desire
really didn't know: "I hadn't thought about it. It
to emulate tended to get in the way of real progress.
was enough for me to think about getting it hung
(Continued On Page 2
up."
A

General Tire reopens
plant after shutdown
After nearly a week of being
shut-down, General Tire and Rubber Co. in Mayfield reopened its
plant at midnight Sunday.
Although the company's union
workers have not accepted the
new job contract offer, moat of the
1,055 employees returned to work
Monday.
The company closed the plant
last Monday after several inddenta of vandalism. The union

Jaycees to
give out cheese
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees will distribute 13,000
pounds of commodity cheese from
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday at the
Jaycee building.
Persons wanting cheese are
asked to bring an income-permonth statement and their social
security nussiber. Those receiving
cheese during other distributions
are eligible for this giveaway.
be given to one
thsit
rill
ps
=

denies that is had anything to do
with the damage, which is being
investigated by the Graves County
Sheriff's Department No charges
have been filed in connection with
the vandalism
Berry Craig. director of industrial relations and personnel at
the plant. said Monday that any
further interruption in work at the
plant will depend on whether any
more vandalism is committed
George Miller, president of
United Rubber Workers Local 665,
said the union has neither accepted nor rOected what the company has called its -final offer" to
the union.
Miller added that the local has
asked the company to meet "to
clear up uncertainties" in the contract offer.
Craig said no meeting has been
scheduled.
Company officials have not said
what they will do if the proposal is
not accepted by its Jan. 30
deadline.
The union has beeiiir-orkbis
wilbeet a callpalkdace Oct. 16,
whip11i001.01101.11S1110rod.

chance of snow
Tonight cloudy with a 20 percent chance of light snow. 1.011'
in the upper 20s with light
winds. Wednesday cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of light
snow or flurries. High in the
low 30a with light northeast
winds.
LAKE LEVELS
35.4
Lake Barkley
3u5.4
Kentucky Lake
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111:111.14:4•1
in Paducah
In order to become more aware. foot mountable mediaii!!in
of the needs and priorities of Nturtucks 121 to Utterback Road con
:thout the status of Calloway I'owl
ty projects in the state's five
ra5" and. Calloway County . fh`e
struetion is slated to begin in the
winter of 1984
klurra-y-Calloway t•ounty
I A•cal projects still active u"
Concerning the 94 East
Chinibei of Commerce has been
.
c %car plan *besides the
upgrading. Graham
said t he
compiling responses from project
Chamber would like to have 12
questionnaires
Lining of 12th Street include o,c
replacena.nt of two bridges at die
David Graham. president et the. -foot driving-- iantor. 10-loot
shoulders and upgraded bridges _middle fork of Clarks River 1'
Chamtwr, said it is especially
which could attract inure tourists
miles south of Murray The state
necessary in an election year to
still is acquiring the right of oa%
•
become more aware of the com- from the lakes area
The Benton By-Pass is still in
Construction is scheduled tor a
munity's interests and needs when
prioritizing what projects should the planning stage „and Graham- spring 1983 letting date.
- Another bridge 1s 10 he' TrpLii.cd
receive the most attention. -We had not been informed of the
at the east fork of 4 'larks River on
details ofthe-protect
aren't going to-work on something
Kentucky 1346 1 2 miles east of
Graham said ahourito question
perceived unnecessary."
S 641 The contract was awardThe Chamber plans to discuss naireS were seht to the I'hamber
board of directors. 1.1a' Industrial ed May 19. 4982. and the constructhe projects with candidates in
414111111e1r Ill 1114' Fall
this year's election.
Foundation, Murray I'art'ouncil. tion is 111
• "
Listed as top .priorities, in order Calloway 'ounts Fiscal t'nun: 1983 The Jonathan Creek budge on
as suggeste*üre four-laning of Calloway County and Murra% InKentucky 464, a miles east of S
dependent School Boards. and
12th Street, state right-to-work
law, upgrading of Kentucky 94
Murray State administrati..11 Ile 641, also is .to tie replaced .The
contract was ay% arded itily 16.
East, Murray State: Universityin- added the questionnaires also ore
dustrial technology building. N1 ur- " being sent to all Chamber...of Coin-. l'J82, and construction is to - be ray State basketball arena,
mercy nitendiers ha- then ideas complete in the Fall 1983
The cumes at the 1i...distil:Ill.
option sales tax, Benton By-Pass, and suggestions
'We want tav prioritue the proiCril,sMikalk on Chelitinit Street are
wet-dry Issue, zoning countywide, Jetts and dd.-termini...what to talk clet be reconstructed w ith at 1..ti tarn %
industrial base, educational supto the candidates a bout.• t•naham
lane at let'aldirop Drive The proindustrial recognition and
•
jeCt is in the design phase aflti.e.m.
added
CAT-scan for Murray-Calloway
strut-lion is sei to begin 111 the Spr
' Rep Freed Curd- attended the
County liospital.
mg 1983
The 12th Street project includes
Chamber meeting Monday and
'Three bridge... north-east if
2 Smiles of construction of four 12pledgedf tus support for working
ray uj,i Kentucky 94 are to he
with the t'handier oil Ow local profoot lanes with a 14-foot-flush me-replaced T114' 44114441 was
dian from Sycamore to Chestnut, as-t5
awarded' June 14. 1982, with the
14-36 foot mountable median from
The president also il•fitacted
completion elate set fin" Fall 198.3
Charles .1 lienry , Highway
Chestnut to Kentucky 121 and 36-

Localformers conduct business
despite weekend without power
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
It has often been said that people don't realize. how dependent
they are on something until forced
to be without it.
This has been confirmed by
many Calloway County residents,
who this past weekend, were forced to carry out simple and.
sometimes-not-so-simple .tasks.
without the use of electncity
Following Thursday night's ice
storm that swept through-western
Kentucky many residents of rural
areas were without power for as
long as 60 hours.
With today's Rip-a-switch-anti-'
watch-it-go attitude, most of those
affected by the power outage were
perplexed with how to cope with
the situation.
Wood stoves. kerosene heaters.
candles, kerosene lamps and
campers' cookstoves were relied
upon to replace the modernization
of microwave ovens, electric
heaters and lights.
Those who rely on electricity to
power their water pumps were
faced with an additional problem
Some resorted to melting snow
and boiling the water for use while
others transported water from the
city limits in tanks.
While these unexpected shortages caused inconveniences for
the county residents it presented
more ,serious problems for dairy
fanners and hog farmers.
The modernization of dairy farming has allowed those in the industry to milk hundreds of cows in

a relatively short period of tune
with electronic milking machines
When talking with three area
dairy fanners. whose herds range
from 65 to 240 cattle. it became
evident that their operation was
definitely influenced by the-lack elf
power
Cathy Stubblefield. daughtcr of
J Stubblefield whose farm is
located in the Cherrs Corner cummunity,said at first they weren't
too upset -about the outake
because- they have a back-up
generator that runs off , of the
power take-off of a tractor
But unfortunatly for the Stubblefields, even back-up systetivi
can fail
"The electricity went off about 1
a in Friday ," she said. -We hooked up the generator but it burnt
out Friday afternoon "
-Elkins to replace the much-needed system resulted in the purchase of a used generator, the only
one available
But their problems had not ended yet
The. replacement generator failed after only a few hours of operation and search for another one
began Miss Stubblefield reports
that the third generator vino
"brand new", hooked up Saturday
and carried them through the rest
of the outage
''We _missed one milking and
thats the first time I ever
remember missing one," she said
The •Stubblefields have 65 cows
•
that are milked twice a day
pperation at the Jim Stabler

farm. Route 5. was faced with yet
another problem
They reported them generah,t
worked fine but the feeding is
system for their lepti
operated electrically- and the'
couldn't get the highprt.tein nut •
el feed front the silo As 0 result
their cows had to be fed hay and
corn silage, which the Stahlers
report is loiser in protein and
caused a drop in milk prodia til ill
The Stahlers nitilk there tunes a
day and said the-', didn't miss
milktrigs but that simie iiiilk mugs
were delay eel
Dwayne Rale, is he. milks 2.3a.24ii
cows reports he ''made it all
right " lie' did say. he' 1111,0.441 Ofle
milking in the 48-50 hours that the
power was off but that his tractorpowered generator carried hins
through.
Reports from area hag farmers
also revealed problem's. softie
potentially dangerous tee their
operation.
Judy Cunningham. wife of ['an
ny Cunningham who runs a feeder
pig operation near Penny Airport
Road and Spring Creek Road. said
their main problem was not being
able to get feed and water for their
pigs
The I'unninglianis have WO pigs
ranging from BO to 240 pounds
Mrs Cunningham said "the pigs
are well trained and usually well
behaved, but when forced to go
without water they fiAtif. sometimes kill and even eat other
Continued On Page 21

Reagan to unveil goals during speech
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON iAPt - President Reagan, facing strengthened
opposition in Congreak and the
longest recession since World War
II, unveils priorities for the second
hall of his term tonight, and a
White House official says there
will be "no l'osy economic
forecasts."
Delivering his State of the Union
address to a joint session of the
House and Senate and a nationwide television and radio audience. Reagan will make a
"strong bipartisan appeal to attack tbmocnic "prebiens,"
said the official, who spoke on the
mitten that be sot be ideetUled

.
•
byname.
Reagan invited Republican congrossloruii leaders to the White

House this morning for a briefing
on the speech and budget
Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes
predicted that once Reagan's congressional allies have had a look
at his proposals, they are less likely to object to some of then.
The president's reported plan to
ask for rtingency tax increase'
bye ION his program falls to bring down the federal budget
deficit has met with skepUciam-an•
the part of Senate Majority
Leader Howard H. Baker Jr., ItTeed.
As late as Monday afternoon.
that plan was still under &ambition at the White House, a senior
White House official said.
The president is.scheduled to
begin the State of the Union
speech, marking the dart of the

90th Congress. at 9 p ni F-ST.
The new Congress ,resents the
president with a new political
situation
The Republican congres.sional
leadership is showing less willinitlIeSS than it did two years age)
to go along with Reagan's plans,
and the Democrats have boosted
their majority by 26 seats in the
House
The new scenario, Ind continued economic problems, has
brought pressure' on Reagan. to
propose jobs program,, reduce
the planned increase in defense
spending, and scale beck his planned reductions • in spending for
domestic programs.
In addition, his political standing appears weaker among the
voters. •
(Centinued On Page St
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Notion's colleges offer aid to jobless with tuition-free classes
^

By LEE MIT6ANG
AP &beetles Writer
Colleges and universities. responding to the troubled economy,are
starting to provide direct help-to at least some of the nation's 12
million Obless. offering tuition-free courses, lob counseling and
retraining.
Economists generally agree that many of the iobe lost by
America's uneifiployed - especially in heavy industries like autos
and steel - are gone forever. Such workers desperately need retraining for sibs in growing new fields such as microelectronics.
Some schools have formed partnerships with state govenunents.
pnvate foundations and industry to provide the new skills
unemployed workers need to get back to work, as well as career
counseling and other services for the Jobless.
"If you are being laid off inautoe or steel mills. it's highly unlikely
that there'll be new jobs in those areas. We're saying take time to
think about it." says Vilma Allen, director of continuing education at
Fairfield University in Fairfield. Conn., which for a $70 fee has been
giving career counseling to laid-off teachers from nearby
Bridgeport
Career planning centers like the University of Fairfk4d's are
perhaps the most common form of help higher education is offering
the unemployed. Most, such as New York University and Kansas
State University. provide help with job seeking skills like writing
resumes and interviewing.
Massachusetts announced last week it was putting up $1 million to
provide free tuition this semester at campuses around the state to
help retrain as many as 3,000 unemployed.
The state came up with the money after Greenfield Community
College made a tuition-free offer to the unemployed earlier in the
month and was overwhelmed with applicants.
Also last week, Bradford College in Haverhill!. Mau.,announced it

was offering five full scholarshipsto children of the unemployed starting next September.
Pennsylvania, where tans of thousands of steel workers have been
laid off, plans this year to establish •'Ben Franklin High Tech
Centers" that wW use $1 million in state grants to help universities
retrain workers for jobs in emerging industries such as microelectronics and biotechnology.
Lehigh University. Carnegie-Mellon U ru versa y Pennsylvania
State University and the University of Pittsburgh are among the
schools that have submitted proposals to set up Ben Franklin
centers.
Michigan State University has begun a program to teach that
Mate's jobless how to start home businesses such as baking and
clothing alteration.
MU has also started a "stress management program" for
unemployed farmer's to help pirefrent them from becoming alcoholics
or committing suicide.
Several colleges are offering tuition-free cows. to the
unemployed
Since November. Mount Aloysius Junior College. in Cresson., Pa.,
has offered free career development courses and a general studies
course to the poor and unemployed in Cambria County, an area of
high coal and steel unemployment.
"Teachers have volunteered extra hours to do this." said Sister
Kathleen Mary Smith.dean of student services.
A -semester of tuition-free college courses Is being offered by
Sacred Heart College, a tiny liberal arts school in Belmont, N.C..
where nearby textile mills have fallen on hard times. The college
received a $100,000 grant from a local yarn mill, R.L. Stowe Mills
Inc and $50,000 from the Joseph M. Bryan Foundation- in
Greensboro, NC.
Thirty-five jobless people took free courses in October, when the

program began. About SO are availed hi the second amiss that
Mailed this menth. taking courses Ms "Introduction td) Business
Management" and "Career ani We Pimping." The monis are
good for credits toward eventualolegres.
"I'll tell you the truth. It's the best thing that's happened to me,"
said Richard Pullen. 37, who has been out of work mince a commercial print firm he worked for went out of business 74 months ago.
"With a few Wines* courses, maybe I could make a go of it as a
radio and TV serviceman." he said.
Another unemployed student. Richard Newsom.held a managerial
job with a local manufacturer of picture frames that was famed to
Lay off workers in September.
Newsom. 46, with a wife and daughter now in college, has two
years of college credit at Clemson Univetsity and decided to go to
Sacred Heart to finish his degree and make himself more
employable.
"I now have something to do with myself." be said. "It only takes
so long each day to trim your shrubs back and stuff envelopes with
your resume."
Texas add University is operating an "Oil Rig School" in the
Abilene area that is training unemployed workers for jobs u
roughnecks paying $30,000 or more. A group of oil and exploration
companies donated the rigs,equipment and land for the program.
''A lot of folks from Michigan and other depressed states who
migrated into Texas looking for job opportunitieer are taking advantage of this program," says Milton Radke, who heads the school's
program.
He says the waiting list to get into the Oil Rig School, which
graduated its first group a year ago December, has reached 3,000
despite a MO tuition fee- But the cost seems worth it, since all 300rig
school graduates now have oil field jobs.

Community theatre dance is planned
In late January 1976, a group of
feature entertainment from
Murray and Calloway County
singer Kay Bates and singer.
residents met with Richard Valendancers Brad Willard and Brad
tine. to discuss the founding of a
Price. with Oneida White at the
community theatre group
piano.
Now, seven Year; later, The,
But the always-popular dancing
Murray-Calloway County Comwill be under the "supervision" of
munity Theatre Arts, Inc .having
Bobby Bryan and Mark Welch,
produced .nearly 100 different
both of WKMS-EM Bryan is wellstage presentations and having
known as an expert on the "bit
touched thousands of west Kenband" sound and his recordtucky residents, will celebrate its
playing and patter has become a
birthday And everyone is invited • popular part of the theatre's birth"Originally, we did it to raise
day party.
money," says Pat Kiesow, theatre
Plans call for the program to
board - vice president for finance,
begin at 8 pm. Satiirda;.at the
"and we can Still USC. the dona- 'Bank of Murray's University
tions " The annual dance will . Branch A donation of $12 per cou-

-

pie will'be takenwt the door and a
Charity auction will be part of the
'evening's activities.
"This is always an evening of
fun," said KitilOW. "We're not going to corner a lot of people and
beg for money, although we have
plenty of need there, because we
expect only the support that the
theatre earns"
One highlight of the evening will
be the announcement of the plans
and leaders for the 1903 fundraising drive. Anyone interested
in making reservations may call
Mrs. Kiesow at 759-1870 or Louise
Weatherly at 759-1795.
•

Stockholders advised not to sell
major step toward diversification. Tennessee Clay Co and the
Stockholders of Mayfield's
BAR OFFICERS - New officers for the Calloway County Bar Aaeociation are (from left) Rick Lamkin,
Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Co. The finn started buying KT Clay replacement value of the com- secretary-treasurer; Joe Bolin, president; and Don Jones, vice gireeident. Lamkin is partner with Robert 0.
have been advised by the com- stock about a year ago and had at pany's assets ea well as the com- Miller. Bolin is assistant county attorney. Jones is the former city prosecutor. The Calloway County Bar
pany's board of directors not to the time acquired 689 of . the pany's future prospects.
Association is an extension of the Kentucky Bar Association. All attorneys meet be members of the Bar to
sell or tender their shares in "roughly ..1$0,000 shares outiitanHe added that the board is com- practice in the county. The local association gives attorneys the opportunity to meet and to diem." new lava
mitted to doing all in its power to and issues which affect public interest. Also, It regulates to some degree the manner in which local attorneys
'response to an offer -by - Louisville ding "
The Louisville firm was offering see that all KT stockholders max(*einem Co
conduct the practice of law. Locally, the association sponsors continuing legal education program to inform
Ralph E Rhodes Jr • president $123 a share which it claimed was imize the value of their investmembers of recent developments in law.
and general manager of HT Clay "more than fair" to KT Clay's ment in KT stock and to protect
Co said the board believes that shareholders
the interests of KT's customers,
In a press release, Rhodes said employees and community.
the "I otnsville Cement offer is an
that in arriving at its decision to
KT Clay is said to have annual
effort to acquire K1' at a bargain
urge stockhorders to hold onto sales of $15 million and after-tax
price at a time when unusually
After the talks broke up, the two years, eroding OPEC's intheir shares, the board had "given
profits of $2 million. Approximateadverse general economic condi7
By ROBERT BURNS
price
of heating oil fell 4.82 cents fluence as a price fixer. The overcareful
consideration to a wide ly 300 people are employed by the
tions may make that offer appear
AP Business Writer
variety of business, financial legal firm, which has plants in Kenbetter than it is.
The stalemate among OPEC na- to 78.54 cents a gallon in contracts supply of oil has been attributed to
for February delivery on the New conservation in response to
On Jan. 11, I Annsville Cement and other factors including, tucky, Tennessee and Mississippi
tions over how to eliminate a
York Mercantile Exchange, while earlier sharp price increases and
It sells products to makers of world oil glut may lead to lower
said the company was launching a • among other things, the strong
takeover of KT flay. which was financial condition and past earn- pottery, dinnerware and refrac- gasoline prices by spring, but gasoline for February delivery to slowed demand stemming from
dropped 3.24 cents to 80.51 cents a worldwide recession.
,
ings performance of Kentucky- tory brick.
estimated to cost $9 million,., as a
some industry analysts believe
the cartel will resolve its dif- gallon.
OPEC, which controls about 35
Chances are now better than 50- percent of world oil production,
ferences before a price war
50 that Saudi Arabia will reduce siunrnoned Ministers to the two-erupts.
its $34 benchmark price for a 42- day emergency meeting in
OPEC's problems threaten the
gallon barrel of crude oil, Randol Geneva,Switzerland, but adjournunity of the price-fixing cartel that
predicted. Price cuts by oil pro- ed Monday without agreement on
CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha, 0AP
from
into, the tail-section engine com- quadrupled the cost of gasoline in
ducers
could come within a week, a plan for stabilizing prices.
a
few
years
and
left
A 20-second test firing of the
technimillions
of
partment has mystified
The countdown for today's
With each $2 drop resulting in
space shuttle Challenger's three scheduled test began at 9 a.m. cians since shortly after the first Americans waiting on line in cars
"It was a complete failure,"
about a l-cent-a-gallon drop in the
main engines may finally pinpoint Saturday, and space agency
engine test on the new shuttle on for hours.
said
Ahmed Zaki Yemeni, oil
price
of
petroleum
products,
retail
"But I wouldn't go out and buy a
the source of a potentially spokesman Dick Young said that
Dec. IS. The discovery forced
minister
of Saudi Arabia.
he
said.
dangerous hydrogen leak, of- "it looks like a smooth count."
NASA to postponement gas guzzler based on that,"
Yemeni predicted Great BriHe said he did not expect oil
William
Itandol,
an
oil
ficials say.
mission
by
industry
Challenger's
first
National Aeronautics and Space
prices to go below the "high $20s," tain, which is not an OPEC
more than a month - until late analyst at first Boston Corp,. a
Administration
officials said they
or slightly below the current biter- member, would Cid its offprice
"We're counting on things going
New
York
firm,
said
earliest.
investment
at
the
February
two or three dollars a barrel "in a
national average of-$32 a barrel.
well," NASA spokesman Hugh would not know for several days
Monday."We don't see prices colThe oil glut has been pushing few days." Britain'* current price
Hams said late Monday. 'The whether whether the leak had
lapsing,"
down prices for most of the last is $33.50 a barrel.
whole crux of the matter is finding been found.
The -Organizalion of Petroleum
The leak of hydrogen within, or
where that hydrogen is coining
Exporting Countries talks, which
took place in Geneva,
(Continued From Page 1) Switzerland. ended Monday when
(Continued From Page 1) ,
-Allow teni-agers to work for a
She said they were able to bor- Nigeria and other African nations
refused
to
raise
their
petroleum
A
recent Gallup Poll showed
subioluimum wage.
row a generator and prevent any
-Delay cost-of-living increnies
serious problems but as of Mon- prices to make Saudi Arabia's oil that 41 percent of those surveyed
for beneficiaries of certain
day. their feed supplier was still more attractive. No date was set approved of the way he was doing
his job, a figure lower than that of
government programs.
without electricity and they were for new talks.
The stalemate triggered alarm his recent predecessors at
-Grant tax breaks to parents
unable to get the proper mixture
on the New York Stack Exchange, midterm. And a new Washington
saving for their children's educafor their feeder pigs.
tion.
She added that pigs can go where the Dow Jones average of Post-ABC poll got the same
30 industrial stocks tumbled 30.81 results, putting the approval rate
-Renew fair housing laws.
longer without food than water.
-Reduce medical costs.
Doug Sharp was faced with car- points Monday to close at 1,030.17, at 42 percent of those it surveyed.
its
bluest
dip
since
Oct.
25.
One
official,
Administration officials, speakadministration
ing for 2,000 pigs through 48 hours
Analysts attributed the slide to speaking privately,said that in his
ing on condition that their names
of power failure. '
not be used, have said the speech
Sharp said he operated with a worries about the effect of price message, Reagan will say that
would include a general call for
tractor-powered generator but declines on heavily indebted oil "we are going to create conditions
"major tax reform," but that no
could only produce about one-half exporters such as Mexico and on that will result in future economic
growth and wive the problem of
specifics would be included.
the amount of power normally the international banking system
The discord among oil pro- unemployment."
Reagan has said that a so-called
needed for his operation. "This
During the past year, the rate of
flat-rate system, under which inforced me to cut the heat from the ducers also disrupted trading in
come tax deductions are reduced
big pigs in order to keep the volatile commodity exchanges, joblessness rose from 8.5 percent
where prices plunged Monday on to 10.8 percent.
and tax rates are lowered. "is a
piglets alive."
Officials said the president
thing we have agreed to look
"We didn't lose any pigs but we contracts for future delivery of
would include proposals to
at...."
did lose quite a bit of sleep taking heating oil and gasoline.
care of the pigs," he said.
All of the farmers mentioned
above have had power restored
(Continued From Page 1 )
but, according to Mike Alder-dice,
first
FIRST COUNCIL METING - Forty persons attended
Mlnistry
assistant
Cooperative
and
Community
manager
of
the
Church
West
council meeting of
Kenthe current exhibit.
"My friends who have children understand," was
tucky Rural Electric Co-operative
of the Murray-Calloway County Need Ur Association. Inc., Mendip
Sam is now in the first grade. Alan is 4, and
Corp. in Mayfield, there are still
her succinct way of putting it.
at Calloway Public Library. &pie Ward.executive director of Need
In the summer of 1961 she got a chance to get back
Foreman's time for art is dill limited. Once both
some isolated areas in the county
Line, related moms of the activities and mods of the mstry.
to her art, thanks to a friend, Richard Steiger of the
children are hi school, she formes having more
that are without power.
Reports were given by Groover Parker and Sid Easley cencerning
kL5U English department. He was going to Caldertime for her art and totravel for jobs.
"We are very optimistic that by
the financial aspects of the program hir the coming year. By
- nia for awhile and needed someone to care for his
In the omnibus, her first show produced the inthe end of today we will have all of
Boston, pmeident, welcomed the delegates and interested pansies
cat. Charlotte asked if she could use his vacant
centre to follow up with more work, both in the
the main lines repaired." be said.
from the various churches and orgesindises of the anonymity.
house as a studio while keeping an(*Om :sae cat,
positive response to the work of Marlotte's "secret
"It will probably then be an addiLester Garland of Memorial Bapdat Chords,idt,tags with the Rev.
moved her supplies over there. Suddenly she
and
United
life," and in the artist's own satisfaction at seeing
Claps&
Mason's
the
tional
two-to-three
Jimmy
Myattof
end
Cherchwell
days
before we
Jahn
could get some work done.
that work displayed in her first show.
can get all of the individual serMande Clench *wins the acid bow tint Mewed the suede&
Foreman tot a start on several of the walls that
As she said when mod of the observers had left.
April.
vice
will
be
In
wires
connected to the
The next coma mesthig
eventually, with Low's encouragement. produced
"Nobody was more surprised at this than I am."
Stiff photo by Je Burke.'
houses."

OPEC stalemate may lead to lower gas prices

Test may pinpoint hydrogen leak

Farmers...

Reagan...

Foreman...

perspective
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EPA restores project funding
Just when the evidence was about to be
presented, when the guilty parties were to be identified. the US. Environmental Protection Agency
decided to silence the accusers. Scientists engaged
in acid-rain reserach found themselves without
enough funding to complete the final — and crucial
— stages of their research.
The EPA, motivated perhaps by some vigorous
complaining from Congress and the public, has
decided partially to restore the money — a stay of
execution that will ensure that at least some of the
scientiftc data are compiled.
An EPA official announced recently that $300.000
would be made available to support the Advanced
Utility Simulation Model project, which is designed
to identify sources of the acid precipitation that is
destroying thousands of acres of forests and
thousands of streams and lakes in the upper
Midwest and Northeast.
In December.EPA announced it was slashing the
2-year-old project's budget by almost SO percent,
from $650.000 to $150,000. That decision came close
on the heels of some preliminary findings that implicated polluted emissions from Midwestern
utilities and industries. Critics charged that the
Reagan administration didn't like the findings from
the Impartial research panel and figured the easiest
way to hush It up was to strangle the program financially.
The restored funds will enable readers to complete their studies, although it will require an addilL
tional year. The EPA's change-of-heart is to be"
commended-. When politics"undermine science, no
one is well-served.

Young adult death rate rises
Except in the "young adult" age group, the death
rate for Americans for all ages, races and both
sexes continues to drop, declares the report
"Health. United States" for 1979 issued by the National Center for Health Statistics.
For young people between the ages of 15 and 24 inclusive, however, the death rate has risen steadily
. killing young adults,
since 1976. The "diseases"
which are at near-epidemic levels, are car crashes,
homicides and suicides. Illness which claimed half
their lives in 1959, in 1979 claimed just one to every
oaroni violence.
three resultiiThe chance of death for young men is also much
higher than among young women in this agegroup,
the rate beinglbteelo five times greater for malts.
Cars are the major cause of death of young white
adults. Among young black adults, the major cause
of death is homicide. The death rate since 1976 has
risen for young white adults who were more and
more involved in car crashes, while it has dropped
some among young adults of Minority groups as the
homicide rate dropped. The minority group death
rate, however, still is higher than the majority's,
though the gap is narrowing.
During the Carter presidency, the Department of
Health and Human Services Announced4 campaign
to increase public participation in preventive
medicine. The program, now called "Stay Alive!
has continued during the Reagan administration.
Emphasis on getting drunk drivers off the road and
on raising the drinking age are consonant with it.
Cars are not only the only agents of death among
the deadly weapons with which young people are
slaughtering themselves. How do we "immunize"
them gainst guns, knives and the emotional and
mental pressures which induce their use? .

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott
•

'Down to four or five old town drunks
and they are sober half of the time'
Much has been written anti printed
Breakfast
walking and talking
in recent weeks -- both pro and con
among the red necks, dirty necks and
in the wake of John Ed Pearce's artistiff necks not like one of the boys
cle on Mugray and Calloway County
One charge in the ouster proceedings was 'insubordination.' and
in the Dec. 12 edition of The
if John Ed thinks that is •piddling.' let
Louisville Courier-Journal's Sunda
him try. it on B.B. Sr.. or on H R
.
magazine section.
!Barry Bingham. Sr.; anti Barry
One of the cleverest pieces.
however,appeared just this past SunBingham. Jr. puthshers of The
Courier-Journal o and he will fmol it
day in the same magazine section of
'puzzling' at how fast he lands on the
that newspaper. .
curb at Fifth and Broadway
It was a letter to the editor, written .
"As to the other charges, the defen
by a good friend of mine. Allen Rose
of 1603 Keenland and a former hamar
daranatathat when the Irtigation waN over, he would make them public. but
at Murray State University That, acfor some reason never did
cording to Mr. Webster. is an
•'Geography seems to be weak up
academic name'. for someone_ ,who
that way Recently a I ouisville civt•
serves as a treasurer or is in charge
official said he had . never heard of
of specific funds.
Murray and where it was. Using
-Since a lot of folks in Murray and
restraint, I refrained from telling
out in Calloway County. especially.
him it was Murray's university that
do not get the Louisville paper and
many years ago in football beat the
may not have seen Allen's letter. I
University of. lowsville l05-0, and
asked, and received, his permission
again in 1980. 13-9 Poor fellow proto use it in today's column. And here
.--bably couldn't find his way from the.
it is:
Savoy to Shively without a guiae dog
"We found John Ed Pearce's
"Come back again soirn, John Ed.
feature on Murray and t'alloway
and talk to more people Coker- and
County very interesting Dec. 12 o.
donuts at the bakery do not a consen
However, he did get off the wrong
sus make. And to all those other peoramp& couple of times.
ple who haven't been . west of the
"It is true that because of the wetOuter Loop. after you have gotten'
dry issue we are deprived of having a
past Eltzabethtown and the Great
cosmopolitan atmosphere like parts
Divide.-you are entering the Golden"
of
o Main and 'Market
Weat.
streets. Nor,,,do we have a beautiful
"The 'natives are incite;I just brpedestrian mall fully 'stocked with
ing a few beads and lois of wampum
resident winos. In fact, we are down
"Louisville is a nice city. John Ed.
to just four or five old town drunks
is a good writer; the Courier-Journal
and they are sober half the time.
is a great newspaper
but not com"It is nice to learn that we haveo
pletely all-kru.owing."• _
non-political university -president
who came here at great personal
• • •
sacrifice (Min a huge citadel My gas-pumping Iriind. .Pope'
knowledge located in an oasis of
Ross.- is back on the job part-tone ,
culture to minister to the.needs of the
after an operation for removal of his
hicks in the sticks.
appendix about three,Weeks ago
"Contrary to the story,- however.'
It is a bit unusual for a fellqr of his
he does go to Rotary functions He
age to have appendicitis. hfit that's
was serving tables at a recent Rotary
what Dr t'harlie Clark'first iliagnosbreakfast
Christmas Ham,
_

i'd

1 101)4')1;'s

Ntottl.u•II

C C 1 .041• r) -confirmed
the diagnosis and proceeded to Like ii
out
They had Popeye up i411.1
within hours. and four day s later sent
him- home to 16011 1A%ctist t ith
prescription for TLC
itovitn!
eflill1FIN

care
1 ,V.aS II
.11% V. as removed

V.11.11 ill%

Easter mg Trying of
1,130 at the old Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital in llopkinsville
We
Illy mom darl. two brothers.
arid our baby siStet
had gone over
there from Mn field the day before in
sprnd the weekend Lk all uiit grandparents
Like. e,opey
cyperien• e. I got
sick in the night with stomack
cramps and veto', ked all over the
place
• • •
_
My grantl,nimttwr
t other. Iii
Preston ThOmas, o a. a Hopkins% ill.'
physician, and, bright and „early
Easter „iaortting 114141 11:111
on a
couch in Uncle Prestisn's offi•
downtown
I still can smell tit-.
Itn•Neitt
cigar as -he punched around'on my
tummy, -The% fan,'s got appen
dicitis.'• I remember tutu say ing. I.
dad. -.and the thing nerds
right away "
4
We had phyrine•I to return
that •aftk•rillmfii, aria I au II
sure that the thought mats through
dad's mind to take lilt? in bAck to
Mayfield first hut I'm thankful he
simply ti 441 I•ricle Preston to co
ahead and do WilateVer w is
necessary I w1511111
er have mat.:
It. 'the thing would hitr but st it
sure
Uncle Preston's office partner was
the town's main surgeon, a Iii
G•aither Ile was sammoried and met
Yr; at the rotari bretttlitmt rot.,zi cloth
soaked with that sickening ether
1,1 ‘4111•1111t
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ing heat the
I.1%t I sat', of it. the • iistodian
Mr Wyatt. was takuu. it out. oil hi,
dust pan. hel•1 with ..aie hand while h••
held his mese 14 ith thy othriIt's hinny how %
remember an
operation almost 5:t years ago arid
can't ro-mentlx=r- where y our -wife
said she would be pla% ing hi idyl
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Letters
Wolf, Rigsby thanked
4,

!,‘
W•df
ed together to donate their time and _
respectiy e talents. to the _Adult Men
Handicapped Cent.' and to
Need I rise The It.'k rh,•ught., Iii
Sea-son. edited arid %when by Ken
Wolf.with art _worklY
the result of their-i%mitrined sellics„

Program helps locate children
_Leas than three months...after President Reagan
signed into law the Missing Children Act, a number
of communities are taking follow-up action that
may help to reduce the shocking number of unsolved disappearances, which by some estimates
number more than 100,000 annually. In Topeka,
Kan., and in Union City, N.J., law enforcement
agencies have begun a voluntary program of fingerprinting children.
.The fingerprints are entered on cards that also
contain the child's photo and other relevant information — date of birth, height.' weight, hair and
eye color, birthmarks, etc. — that may help in tracing the child should he or she ever turn up missing.
Parent response. after some initial reluctance, has
been strong. No records are kept in police departments. Parents keep the cards against the day they
may be needed; In that event, the information can
be feed into a central FBI computer and made
available to law enforcement agencies nationwide.
This centralized tracing system is at the heart of
the Missing Children Act.
Sadly, many of the children ultimately traced
with the new system are likely to be dead. At lest
2.000 unidentified children are buried each year.
But there are bound to be some happier endings ass
result of the program, and even for those parents
presented with the grim evidence of their child's
death,surely the knowledge will produce lass anxiety over the years than never knowing the fate of a
loved one. It's a program worth emulation.

When 1.aw tike, 1 vias in a
Mom and (Lathy the bed .1,
,•
%% as awake enough to ha% ••
atiout me. they show edmr. 111%
dr( TIle hail put it ill a jar or .•!.
for me It was about the si.,••
small banana truly about to t..n
Definitely . I never would ha ye
•
it thisit to Mayfield
As soon as they sa-sy I was .111
and in good hands. iii family • an a on b:ack to-.Mayfield I. folli•w••
t
day s later on a C hay Bus I
unlike Pripe-yr, 411.-% - f
let me out of bed t.,r .1

We at • the

•

4fAlax,
stun C.O.? 4•.•

looking back
_Ten years ago
Resources of Calloway County
banks jumped by over $9 million
dollars in 1972, according to the
published statements of the three
local banks, Peoples Bank. Bank of
Murray and Dees Bank of Hazel.
Deaths reported include Mrs •
Lillian Sue Harrison,73.
The Calloway County 4-H Council
won first place for its scrapbook in
eight counties of the Purchase Area
It was compiled by Mrs. Cecil Like,
Mrs. Arlie Scott, Mrs. Joe Skdd - and
Fred Gillum,County Agent in 4-H
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hill and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wyatt, both on
Jan. 19, and a boy to William, Jr.. and
Shari Barnhart. Jan. 30,
New Concord Cheerleaders were
named as outstanding squad at
Calloway County Elementary School
Basketball Tournament. They are
Felecia Housden, Cindy Brandon,
Cindy Williams, Lynn Gardner,
Sonia Hendon and Linda McCuiston
.Brandon's Mill, the almost legendary business of which most
Calloway County has heard, has
again been remembered on canvass
by Charles Rains, local painter
Twenty years ago
James T. Thompson, senior
agriculture major, son of Mr and
Mrs. Pat Thompson, Hazel, has been
awarded a $2,100 graduate assistantship to study beef nutrition at the
University of /Centucky, Lexinton.

Ikaths reported include Benjamin
A Purdom.
M.O. Wrather has been appointed
to the Advisory Conuitittee• of the
Kentucky Authority for Educational
Television to help plan the state's
educational-television program
Recent births reported at Mullity
Hospital include a boy to Mr. andMrs. Ronald Collie, a boy to Mr and
Mrs Walter Hopkins and a girl to Mr
and Mrs. James Baker.
Dr. Ralph Tease:leer of Psycholoit)
Department, Murray State College.
spoke about "Do You See What I
See" at meeting of Kirksey Unit ol
Parent-Teacher Association. Mrs.
Ken Adams is president.
Thirty years ago
Mrs. W.D. Shoemaker and Mrs.
Mason Ross will serve as cochairmen of the 1933 Mothers March
on Polio
Deaths reported Inc lin le WA:.
Bill Swann
A wildlife :notion picture will be
shown at the meeting of the Calloway
County Conservation Club on Jan. 211,
according to Paul Butterworth, club
secretary.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs_ Raymond Oglivie and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Ramsey,
both on Jan. 19, and a girl to Mr and
Mrs. Homer Crass,Jan. 21.
John C. Winter of the Fine Arts
Department of Murray State College
directed the program at the meeting
of the Music Department of the Mur-

ray Woman's Club Mrs Harlan
Hodges was program chairman and
Mrs. H. Glenn Doran is department
chairman

thoughts in season
Is life always better than death"'
For that great model of integrity in
the Western tradition. the Athenian
Socrates. the answer to that question
•
was not a simple one.
Accu.sed by a frightened citizenry
of "corruptIng the youth- factually
he was questioning some of the accepted values of his day 1. Socrates
was given a death sentence in 399 IIC
for atheism.
He died for what he believed in,
here are his final words to the jury
But now the time has come and
we must go away — I to die and
you to live. Which is better is
known to the gods alone.
, Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Times. There will have to
be 350 iequests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to-order the book, at a per copy
for advance orders, 'hood contact
one of the following people: Marti Erwin. Irma Lalrollette. Susan Hart,
Abdo Graves, Eupie Ward, Clara
Hansphroy, Alice Milton, Gerry
Reed, Mold Roos, Max Hurt, Betty
Lowry or Ron Wolf.

Adult Mentall%
dit'apped Center are ;away s ilutchte,i
and grateful to the local orgainia
lions and individuals who ha% e kept
us operating through their hard work
and kindnesses to generate funds or
services for us
Thoughts In Season is a book that is
thought pro ovoking. thonoiclily en
- •
joy-able and appro hog to a
We are very grateful to Ken and to
the
Joe and all those who helped
marketing of the book I Imo% how ...
freely our BOO menthers and staff
gave of their time to assist in making,
the books available I also know they
- were grateful to have the opportunity
to help individuals who were so willing to help us. We are also thankful to
all of those who purchased the book
'
,There is an appointed time toreverything" and Ken Wolf along a ith
Joe Rigsby reciogiami that there is a
time when we have to support out
own conununits needs and we at the
Adult Mentally Ilandn-apped Center
are very, very grateful Thank you
Very Sincerely.
---Mrdiy--14 Booth
Board Chairman
Murray -4'alloway_County
MII/MB Center. Inc

RECC rediculed
To The Editor,
As a customer•of West Kentucky
Rural Electric Co-op living in the
area south of Hamlin. 1 am amazed
at the neglect shown by management
in restoring ismer or advising
customers what to expect
It is my opinion that very little or
no effort has been put forth to keep
that right of way clear of falling trees
recently.
If this small emergency 'disrupted
the power 00 long in this community I
dread to think what would happen in
a real setaus situation.
I am unhappy with the way in.
which this situation was hantiled and'
I hope the neighbors who feel as I do,
will attend the next scheduled
meeting for explanations.
Glenard C. Helm
4
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Community calendar
Tuesday,Jan. 25
Wedrisedey,Jan.a
Murray Lions Club will
Story hours will be at
meet at 630 pm. at Mur- 9:30 and 1030 a.m. and
ray Woman's Club House 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. For inTau Phi lambda formation call 753-9996.
Soronty of Woodmen of
the World is scheduled to
Thursday,Jan. 27
meet at 7 p.m at WOW
Rep. Carroll Hubbard.
Hall
Jr., will speak at rushAlcoholics Anonymous smoker for Kappa Alpha
is scheduled to meet at 8 fraternity at 7 30 p.m. in
p m in western portion of Community Room, of
Livestock and Exposition North Branch of Peoples
Bank
('enter
--Bible Journaling Group
Murray TOPS take off
Club of First Christian Church
pounds sensibly
will meet at 7 p m at will meet at 7 p.m. with
Mt. and Mrs. Bill Van
Health Center
Meter.
Bethel Baptist Bible • 4
Golden Age Club will
Study will meet at 6 p in
at. home of David and meet at 11:30 a.m in
Aleshia Cunningham, Ut- social hall of First United
Methodist Church
terback Road
Singles Class will meet
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
Pack Corrunittee of Cub
Scout Park 57 will meet
at 7 pin at First United
Methodist Church
Coffeehouse featuring
Michael John will be at 8
p in in The Stables, Murray' State University.
Center Admission is
ff ye
- Wednesday, Jan. 26
Hazel and Douglas
Centurs will be open from
10 a in to 2 p m for activitieS by st•nior citizens
,
Events at First
Presbyterian Church will
include choir practice at 6
p in and Youth Group at
6 30 p Ui
Workshops on teneriffe
embroidery and
crocheting will be at 9.30
a in at Ellis Center For
information call 753-1452

Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.

Campus Chapter LPhi
Mothers Day Out will
Delta Kappa at Murray be at 9 a.m. at First BapState University will pre- hit Church.
sent a special cam's:outer
program at 7 p.m. in Ohio
Mothers Morning Out is
Room of University scheduled at 8:30 a.m. at
Center.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
• Chapteri.50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Senior Citizens acAuxiliary will meet at 7 tivities will be from 10
p.m. at Legion Hall.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
Parents Anonymous from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For Ellis Center.

Shows scheduled
gurray State University's Horseman's Club will
sPonsor an open -horse
show at 7:30 p.m. on Friday. Jan U. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Admission is $1 and
spectators will see riders
in events including hunt
seat pleasure, open barrels, training barrels,
western pleasure and
pole bending.
Riders will be competing for if total purse of
6300
On Saturday .and Sun

414

Current Rest Sellers for
the week Jan 23 as
released by Time
magazine were as
follows
FICTION
1 '2010 Odyssey
SIDS sudden death Two," Arthur C Clarke
syndrome
Support
2. "Master of the
Group will meet at 7 30 Game,"Sidney Sheldon
p in at Health Center,
3 "Space," James A
North Seventh and Olive Michener
Streets
4 ''Mistral's
- - ----Daughter," Judith
Zeta Department of' Krantz
Murray Woman's Club
5
— Foundation's
MSU Chess Club will
have an organizational
meeting at- 7 p.m. in
Mississippi Room.
University Center. For
iiiforrliation call 753-7135

•.,4
,
7
4gal"
-

"

Rti.0
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sto7,41 OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF
,/, SEWING
NOTIONS
PATTERNS
WOOLENS

OFF

ABMS

"Crossings,"
Danielle Steele _
9 ''The F.T.
Storybook," William
Kotzwinkle
10 -The Fall of Freddie the Leaf," Leo
Buscaglia
NON-FICTION
1. "Jane Fonda's.
Workout Book"
2. "Megatrends." Joh.
Naisbitt
3. "When Bad Things
Happen to Good People,"
Harold S. Kushner
4. "The One-Minute
Manager," Blanchard &
Johnson
S. "In Search of Excellence." Peters &
Waterman
6. "Living. Loving &
Learning." Lto
Buscaglia
7. "Having It All."
Helen Gurley Brown
8. "Life Extensions,"
Pearson &Shaw
9. "And More by Andy
Rooney," Andrew A
Rooney
10. "The Power of
Money Dynamics.''
Venita VanC,aspel
(Courtesy of Time, the
weekly newsmagazine)

The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Miss Rebecca Fay
Wilson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh E. Wilson.
Whitnell Avenue, to
Richard Anders Valentine, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.D. Valentine of North
Fort Myers. Fla.,formerly of Bowling Green. has
been announced.
Miss Wilson is
employed as a deputy
clerk in the office of Marvin Harris, Calloway
County Clerk. She is the
granddaughter of ,Mrs
Hugh F. Wilson of 'Murray.
Mr. Valentine was the
founding producing director of the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre. He currently lives in New York
City working as a freelance director and performer.
The couple will be married in a family ceremony
Of1 Saturday, Feb. 26.
A reception honoring
the couple will follow the
ceremony at 11 a.m. on
Saturday. Feb. 28, at the
Murray Woman's Club
House.
All friends and
-relatives are invited to attend the reception.

Rebecca Foy Wilson,
bride-elect Richard Anders Valentine

Newborns and dismissals listed at hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday..
Jan. 15, was 123 adults
and four in nursery.
Newborn adniissions
were Nancy Steele and
baby boy. Rt. 2, South
Fulton, Tenn.: Evelyn
Johnson -and baby boy,
Box 644, Paris, Tenn.:
Monica Cornwell and
baby boy, Rt. 9, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Valerie L. Lee and
baby boy, Dexter; Mrs.
Janne Ladon Haley and
baby boy, Rt. 2; Mrs.
Joyce Haley, Rt. 1, Almo:
Mis Melissa Williams, Rt.
5:
James Howard Simdon, 3601 Gale Lane,
Hopkinsville: Mrs.
Charlene Tyler, Rt, 1,
Almo; Mrs. Karen I.
Barber, Rt. 7, Mayfield:
Hal Underwood, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Sammy
P. Atkins, Hardin;
Steven Wilson, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Mrs. Azadeh
Dadkhah, 515 College
Courts; Clifford J. Gagel,
1307 Overby; Mrs. Alta
Keys, 1507 Johnson:

14.1

vpra.

SEWING
NOTIONS

WOOLENS

Edge." Isaac Asunov
6 "The Valley of
Horses." Jean M. Auel
7. 'life, the Universe &
Everything," Douglas

Wilson-Valentine wedding planned

NA*
•

J
FINEST

day, Jan. 29 and 30, the
club will sponsor an approved quarter horse
show beginning at 7:30
a.m. each day.
Riders from all over
the country will be cornpeting for money and
points in the Quarter
Horse Association.
Classes of competition
include halter. pkasure.
equestrian, western
riding, reining, roping
and many more.
There is no admission
charge for - the quarter
horse show

Lists of best sellers released

SliWilUikl

44.
so,

Calloway Chamber
Singers Boosters Club
will meet at 7 p m at
Calloway County High
School
--- —
Practice by Murray
Star Chapter .No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star
wIl be at 6 30 pm at
Masonic Hall.

'Thursday,Jim. 27
- Thursday.Jaw V
will meet at 7 p.m. at club Information call 751-1017
house.
or 7534099.

We've scitcomfort
allsewn ups
4g0F\

REG. PRICES

David Morgan, C3 Fox
Meadows;
Leonard Burke, Rt. 1;
Elburn Thweatt, 1656
Ryan; Ralph Crouch, Rt.
1; Mrs. Patricia Tharpe,
303 N. Porter, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Cordie
Dublin, 203-South 12th St.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
Jan. 18, was 158 adults
and four in nursery.
A newborn adniistion
was Janell Tabers and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Almo.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs Rua Bacink, 2220
Quail Creek Dr.; Jerry
Fulton, 220 South 13th St.;
Mrs. Eulala Boyd, 1704
W. Olive; Mrs. Marsha
HargroVE, Rt. 7; David
Lessman Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Mrs.
Kathy G. Bennett, Rt. 5,
Benton;
Mrs. Fannie Schrock,
Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
Term.; Timothy W. Britt,
Rt. 8, Glasgow; Miss
Mary Edmonts, Box
4372, MSU; Mrs. Vetrice

COAllis at MurrayCatty-way County
Hospital for Sunday. Jan.
16, was 130 adults and
four in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Vivian C. Browning. 818 Memorial, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Marcella
Tate, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; Thomas L. Cruse,
Rt, 2, Mayfield; Earl
Phillips. Rt. 2;
Mrs. Mary Ruth Bell,
Rt, I, Almo; Mrs. Eddie
Clayton, Rt. I, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Ray,
KANSAS' CITY, Mo.
Rt. 1; Mrs. Agnes ( AP) — Valentine's Day
Cothran. Rt. 3.
is still an affair of the
heart for most romantic
greeting senders, but
Census at Murray- another long-familiar
Calloway County symbol of sentimentality
Hospital for Monday, Ii fading from the scene,
Jan. 17 wis 159 adults according to an expert on
and tour in nursery.
holiday salutations.
• A newborn admission
Cupid. that miniature
was Carol Cain and baby
messenger
with the bow
girl, Rt. 1, Alin*.
Dismissals were as and arrows whose relationship to romance dates
follows:
Mrs. Gwen Wyatt. RI back to the Roman Em1, Almo; Mrs. Melinda J. pire, no longer hits the
Holtzclaw and baby girl, target with our
Rt. 3; Miss Michelle sophisticated younger
Phillips. Kenlake Resort, generation. declares
Hardin; Miss Brandy Hallmark's John Dinardo.
Manning. Rt. 7;
Jamie Manning, Rt. 7;
in the hands of the
Arthur C. Jones. Fern Alexandrian posts and
Terrace Lodge; Miss artists. Cupid, the Latin
Laura Clark, Rt. 5; Neal name for Eros god of
Brooks, Rt. 1, Farm- love, became a
ington.
misdiienus, winged lad
with essentially human
characteristics. Dinar&
ocplains. As such he
became a popular part of

French, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Amanda
Kaler, Hardin; Mrs.
Evelyn A. Johnson and
baby boy, Box 644, Paris,
Tenn,
Mrs. Caner D. Henry,
Hazel; Jim Rice, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Alton
Garland, Almo; Mrs.
Sylvia Carroll, 406 North
Sixth St.; Rule Andrew
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Raymon M. McCuiston.
New Concord;
Clark Dunlap, Rt. 4,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Gertrude R. Sprague, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Mrs.
Dora M. Bucy, 625 South
Fourth S t . ; Ray
Brownfield, 1005 Irene
Terrace; Mrs. Gladys
Laverne Mason, RI 5,
Mayfield; George 'M.
Phillips, Rt. 5.

Cupid messenger vanishing
from the Valentine greetings
the Valentine picture and
a fixture on its cards
from the time of their
origin in the early 11100s.
But in the past five or
six years. says Dinarclo,
modern young romantics
apparently have come to
regard the cherubic archer u a "corny" clutch
at the past. So Cupid
gradually has been
displaced in greeting
card designs by butterflies, kittens, puppies,
birds, rainbows, floral arrangements and contemporary photographic
displays.
With over NO million
cards expected to be exchanged this Feb. 14,
traditionalists need not
fear any change of hearts
on the majority of the
Valentine greetings
available, Dinar& promise& But, be adds,they
will be enhanced by
brighter colors. new symbols and different
designs.

4
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Beatty-Oliver wedding vows solemnized
The First Baptist
Church Chapel was the
setting for the wedding of
Mims Lynn Marie Beatty
and John William Oliver
This was on Saturday.
Jan.I
The Rev Bobby Oliver.
Memphis, Tenn., uncle of
the groom. officiated.
Music was presented
by Mrs AUene Knight.

pianist. and Mr and Mrs
Jeff Palmer. vocalists
and guitarist.
The guest register was
attended by Mary Yokel
of Evansville. Ind.
The bride is the
daughter of Dr and Mrs.
Durwood Beatty of Murray, She is the granddaughter of Mrs. John
Beatty of Murray and the

datebook
Cord party Friday
A card party will be Friday. Jan. 28. from 7:30 to.
10 p.m. ui the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples pink. This will be sponsored
by the Calloway Chamber Boodters Club with proceeds to go toward the expenses of the Calloway
High School Chamber Singers to Vienna. Austria. in
July.
Tickets will be $2.50 per person but persons
should have their own partner or have their own
foursome. Tickets may be purchased from any
chamber member or_at the door and for information call Ada Sue Roberts. 753-2259. Also featured
will be prizes and refreshments along with crafts
and baked goods to be on sale.

Meeting rescheduled
Make Today Count has rescheduled its meeting
for Friday, Jan. 28, in the private dining room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This was
canceled from Jan. 21 because of the weather conditions.
This is an organization formed as a group for people living with life-threatening illnesses, their family members and other interested individuals. For
information call Gale Cornelison at 753-5131.

Golden ogers to meet
The Golden Age Club will meet Thursday. Jan. 27.
at 11:30 a.m. in he social hall of the First United
Methodist Church. A potluck luncheon will be serv•ed. Slides will be shown, according to a club
spokesman who urges all members and interested
persons to attend.

Chess club plans meetilig
The Chess Club of Murray State University will
meet Thursday. Jan. 27. at 7 p.m. in the MississippiRoom, third floor. MSU Center.*This will be an
organizational meeting for the spring semester and
all chess players are invited. For information call
David Snow. 753-7135.

late Mr Beatty and of
Mr and Mrs William
Stark of Manchester,
Mich
The groom is the son of
Mrs. Lloyd Oliver of
Mayfieid • lie is the
grandson of Mrs George
Sisson of"Mayfield and
the late Mr Sisson,and of
Mrs Henry Oliver of
Wing° and the late Mr
Oliver
The bride
The bride was given in
marriage by her father
She wore a floor length
gown of white georgette
with a turn of the century
styling.
A slightly raised waist
encircled with a fabric

band caught the softly.
gathered bodice that was
enhanced by a Sabrina
yoke of Rachel lace and a
wedding collar The sheer

and white lace trimmed ()lirr. Memphis. Tenn
Rehearsal dinner
blouse
Mrs LloydThliver.
George Oliver served
as best man for his mother of the groom.
entertained with a
brother
Serving - a s rehearsal dinner on Fricandlelighters and ushers day . Jan. 7. at the Sirloin
were Bud Enoch. CoLum- Stockade.
Bridal events
bus Grove, Ohio, cousin
Bridal events given in
of the groom, and Mike
honor of the bride includDaniel
Mrs. Beatty. mother of ed the following
the bride, wore a street-, A . miscellaneous
length dress of rose shower was at the home
mauve crepe with long of Mrs Robert DameI
full sleeves and scalloped

hem
Mrs Oliver. mother of
the groom, was attired in
an aqua blue crepe dress
with a full pleated skirt.
Both mothers wore cot
sages of sweetheart roses
and carnations
Pitman
Mrs W J
directed the wedding

Reception

Mr ond Mrs John W1111,7rn 01,er

P.N. Hirsch & Co. YEAR-END
SPECIALS!

WHAT'S LEFT SALE'
but Tremendous Values!

Limited Quantities
Gloves

Shoes

Laurie Martin,
- bride-elect of
Brent Hatcher,
has made her
selection of
stainless anti
crystal The wedding will be
February 26, 1983.

Bobbles From Bobbie
"TRADITIONS FOR TODAY"
As you begin dreaming and anticipating what

will be The most memorable event of your If
thoughts of the how's and whys of customs ore
bound to enter your mind Thanks'to these traditions and customs our wedding ceremonies take on
the beauty of our heritage Hoge ore some of the
. most traditional customs of today:
Since in ancient limos women were considered
the Slaves of men, a young girl who was to be mar
nod was treated as a piece of property. Mornoge
was o transfer of ownership. Thus, today /hors is
'the custom of the bride being given away by her
father.
An engagement ring was presented at the
betrothal as a sign of commitment to the purchoss
of a bride. Gifts were not presented to the bride
and groom, but to the father of the kidnapped
bride in the ancient mode of marriage by capture,
Throwing seed bearing plants and grains at the
newly married couple was done as a sign of wishing'
them fertility ond fruitfulness in their new if.
Loud noises Were SOW to dune away evil spirits
and even during the ceremony the guests would
make noises. Tads'', it's traditional for the bridol
perry to sound Moir car horns while leaving the
ceremorty.
feting the some food represents a seperation
from the post and a uniCin of the young couple. Toikiy, the wedding isn't complete without o coke
vtting ceremony.
The wedding ring might hove beers derived from
the ancient custom of tying a woman with rope to
Sidrduf her. The left land was supposed to be
weaker than the riglit...thus the ring was worn on
the left its a sign of submission. A mere romantic
meson is the cireelle shop represented eternity
iid consluent loom
One moan ladles today would eniey...1% endue Grace. Win asolputod their op from the
doy of morrisp, net ken their day of bird,.
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Ladies Wear

Girls Wear

•••

,

Boys Wear

All Remaining

Re
LADIE S SHOE
duted to Clear Were UP
t0110 V9 NOW SS 99
9 Par CHILDREN
HOUSE SLIPPERS '14
cents Pair
Ass! Styes' eADIf
DRESS
Were up tO $10 99 NO*
SS 99
CHILDWF- N
CHARACTf R HOUSE
SHOES I7PRICE
MEN & BOY'.
ii
Spn
JOGGE RS
'
croup of ass, 5fy le% in,
re's SS 99

Ladies' & Girl's
Coats
Up To

50/0

Off

ORIGINAL PRIM!

Home Needs

AIN"

If --,.-- - ---'

• ..•••v•

Infant Needs

1

Boots

Starks
Hardware
124 Si 753-1227 macro,

sACTIOn at rlook,s
soles
•LOng104011 f

Amg
A surprise

shower was
given at the Baptist StuA reception followed in dent. Center at Murray
bishop sleeves were cuff- the Fellowship Hall of the State University in Carol
ed at the wrists with a chtfrch.
Scars
coffee 'was given at
deep cuff of matching
Assisting with the serv
lace The softly gathered ing were Mrs Paul the Fellowship Hall of
skirt was graced at the- l.yons, Jr , Lee First Baptist Church with
hemline with a deep Hollenberger of Miami. Mrs W J Pitman, Mrs
flounce that formed a Fla , Susan Blankenship Paul Lyons, ' .Ir . Sirs
sweep train
of Evansville. Ind., and Ray Moore. Mrs John
tier bridal ensemble Mrs Douglas Stark of M..Kinney and Mrs Hugh
was completed with a Troy. Ohio, and Mrs Noffsmger as hostesses
tiered fingertip veil of George Wacker of Mansilk illusion flowing from chester. Mich , both
a pearled Schiffh cap.
aunts of the bride
She carried a nosegay
Birdseed bags were
of red sweetheart roses. distributed by Ginger
white carnations, baby's Hicks
breath and English ivy
The new Sir anti Mrs
Miss LauriP' Reatty,. Oliver are residing in
Kansas City, Mo., served Murray where both are
as maid of honor for her students at Murray State
sister
University
She wore a gown of
Other out
frost rose with an empire guests included Mt . and
waistline and matching Mrs William Stark,
jacket featuring Schiffh George Wacker and Mr
embroidery on the front and Mrs Randy Henry
and back yokes She car- Manchester, Mich.
1
P.1 r AO1E. F
e R•.
HOUSE 'Si PP •
ried a nosegay of the Douglas Stark, Troy
Q; DUC 01051 99
bridal flowers
Ohio: Mrs I Aims Yokel
I@ Pa,r of Asst MEN.
Ginger Hicks, daughter Evansville, Ind ; Mr anti
to
Reg
PPE P',
of Mr and Mrs Sherrill Mrs Charles Banning
2
NOW
Si
Hicks, served as flower Chandler, Ind ; Steven
PRICE
girl She wore a softly Allan Beatty, Ames
I 'tnIn Fo., of :kW
gathered rust' red skirt of Iowa; Mr. and Mrs
CH LOREN `, SHOE
SUP.ERLOW 52 50
polyester silk with mat- James Moore and Robert
1 Tatole Full of ASV
ching sash and ribbon Cochrun, Mayfield, Doti

Mary Peacock, bride-elect of Tun
Leonard, has selected her dinnerware
and kitchen items from our Country
lir- Kitchen Selections. Mary and Tim
will be married on Feb. 18.

Save up to 300
Infants, Childrans,
Boys, Mans
Baskalball Oxfords
.Stu,cv canvas

ith Sirs Arlie Scott,
r s
Harold
Fversmeyer Mrs Chuck
Smith and Mrs Larry
t;eib as assisting
hostesses
A kitchen shower was
given at the home of Mrs
James I Aing and MehridA
SI

o•

.
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Winter

Jackets

up to $71 00 RrIDUCE
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Odd & Ends
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50/0

Socks

S.

4%
F F

Up To

1 Table Full of ',01DC It
For The Wnoir
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49 tents Par
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SI 25
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SOCKS
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Gloves
Mon LINED LEATHER
GLOVES ONLX . 55 41
Pair
Men's Brown Jersey
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Ladies Wear
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alP If SAVE COUPON
SPECIAL OFFER!
CLIP OUT AND BRING IN

THIS COUPON
FOR A SAVINGS OF

25%"r
THE REGULAR PRICE OF

ANY SINGLE ITEM
- CUP 'N' SAVE COUPON
•

& Co.
Hirsch
P.N.Olympic
Plaza, Murray
Hwy 641 N.753-9779

SALE
ENDS
JAN.
30TH

•
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Tumidly.jaseary TS.SOS

INAL-MART
Remombor
Valentine's
Day Fob.146

Terrific Savings

artr

Sweet Prints

EV(

Fottrel poi
,15 'Al cotton '
.45 Inches
'Ideal for spring sewing
•Machineivash and city
'Real carved cedar
* chest mirrored Ird
'Mn lock & key

•1 Lb Of deluxe
assorted choccifates
•No 05665

y Sav

Sh

PoiyeS
welt IA
hes •

eMa

Super Hoya
polyester
'581 Fortre
42% cotion
•45 Inches wide *Coordinates
- with sherbert plaids
iispri.ng shades "Machine wash
and dry

Sole

$760
Tough
Boys
Jeans

Ladies
Jeans
Special
Selection
Assorted
Styles

_

Ton dr Light Blue
75% Polyester 25% Cotton
Sues 8-18
Reg. $8.44

egiatiw
I

The'
Jr. Boys qotto
Tube S4cks.
Fits Sizqs -6Y2
6 PairPack
Reg.$446

Everyday
Low Price
Mons Rustler
Fashion Jeans
•1,00% Cotton indigo
denim •28-38 Waist.
various lengths
'Fashion design back
pockets
•Boot of straight leg
styles

One Complete
Kit

One Refill
Kit

Everyday Wit
,tyke

Save 5 97
'Regular or Exto Curly
•One cOmPlele kit

Mena Jogger
Ana spirt learner Jppers
*Pawed collar

•Nyron

'Cushion insole
•Loingwearing sole
*Mons size 6' r 12
•Rit. 15 83

*Regular or Extra Lucy
'One refill kit

Dove
Dishwoshiqg
Liquid
noz.L
$1")

= CUP AND SAVE THESE VALUABLE COUPONS FOR SUPER BUYS
Punch
Detergent
4201
ROO- $1.52

$ 33
WAL-MART

— Shower To
• Shower
130:
Rog $2.28

WAIL-MART

WAiebtare ADVIERTNIE0 11111101AMOIn POLICY — It•ow inennese hirie every aseierbsed
m Noce However 4éa so am unknown reesen
&Overseen Me as not rire100/ ourchwe.
I uSemus Own Cleo on reausel. kw She sieresionow le be eurdeiseil Ow u
oe*toknisw
ammo a.es eel you•weir lee al•ceespeebe reduclbe n pre• W•meow lie nem toeka nterelle

$• 92
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Strawberry Shortcake
Bedroom Ensemble
.50% Poly/cotton
•Machine washable

Bedspreads
Full Reg $31.00
Great Buy
Great Buy
Eldorado Lining

45 Inch Eyelets

Terrific Savinw,

Covent Gardens

$2876

Sole

Twin Reg. $27.96

16

$25
Sole

Pillow Shams
Reg $7.96

• wal-Mart's Fabric
artment For These Super
Everyday Prices! O.

$716
Sale

Sheet Sets
$17°6
$2246

Drapes
y Saver

lo Sherbert Plaid

96•63 Reg $19 96 Sol*1
7
$96

Polyester AP* Cotton
well with super nova
hes *Ice cream sherbet!
is 'Machine wash and dry

96031 Reg $21 96 Sok

.27Yard

$1976

Full Reg S24

Sal•

•

TOASTPARSTIPII

Special Selection
Kitchen Curtains

WS ioon

By Marathon
Small Bag
Reg. $6.88

beScks-.
sizio 4-6s

Assorted Styles
45" Panel or Swag
36" Panel
Lace Tieback
Other Tie Back

Comfort Sensor Hastert
•

taisettax.),

.••
•I•+

r•f,Nt.'

ka

,

•t.

$4.00
$2.00

50'
$119

Carey Ice Cream
And Thawing Salt

PairPgick
es $4‘.46

$6.00

Sale

CLEARANCE
I
The Original
Rubik's Cube
Frogger Board
Game
Doll Couch

Men's
Nylon
Dress Socks

Domincition
Quad-Ominos
Playskool

LADIES DEPT.
Ladies

$2.25 Gowns
Ladies
$5.50 Robes
Ladies
$9.00 Scuffs
$7.00 Ladies

$3.75-$10.00

$9.45-$16.10
21$7.00
Sweaters

$9.00

$6.50 Ladies
$10.00 Velour Tops
Ladies Sweaters

$9.00
$6.00

Toddlers Flannel.
Shins

•

$2.50

sports
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Mahuy Ledger Tunes

Racer streak dies in Louisiana
By DAVID COLEY
Sports Writer
HAMMOND. La- The
Southeastern Louisiana
Lions thwarted a second.
half rally attvnpt by the
Murray State Racers
Monday night giving
them their first loss in 14
games
Southeastern used its
abilit) to set the tempo
and put the nation's second longest win-streak to
bed, 75-65.
They came in and
established the tempo
early." said Ron Greene.
coach for the Racers.
"We couldn't make up the
spread."
The Lions Jumped out
to a 21-point lead. 42-21. in
the final minutes of first
• half out-scoring the
Racers 26-7 -linen Stewart scored
six of his 13 points to chop
7 the lead to II, 57-46, with
eight minutes to play in
the game, but an out-ofbounds call by an official
stomped the Racers'

momentum
Glen Green pulled
don a convincing rebound on a missed
Southeastern shot and
was looking for an outward pass on the fast
break when he was tackled at the ankles by a 14041
Losing his balance.
Green fell to the floor and
the ball rolled out of
bounds.
The ball was turned
over to Southeastern
Grverte insists that this
was the turning point
'We were down by 11
with eight minutes and I
felt 'good • about the
game," Greenesaid."We
felt like Green was foule/i, but we did not get the
call
The 1.ions pushed the
lead up to 19 points, 74-55,
with 1 40 rentaining, but
the Racers persisted
Green and James
Preston combined for
nine points in a, oneminute period to put the

final margin at 10 points.
Free throw shooting
took an ironic twist in the
game for Murray State.
Earlier, during the
team's pregame workout.
coach Greene told his
squad that Southeastern
was mean and that they
would put them and the
ball through the goal.
However, when the.
buzzer sounded at the end
of the game. Murray
State had 34 personal
fouls,Southeastern 17.
The Lions shot 35 free
throws, hit 23. for a 66.66
percent. They normally
hit 50 percent — a margin
that would have-allowed a
Racer victory.
MSL1 had a tremendous
night from the line, hitting 74 percent of its 19
charity shots.
Last night's win puts
Southeastern's record at
12-4 and kept their 9genie win streak alive:
-Give Southeastern all
the credit. They did a

great Job preparing for Conference foe Austiii.
Nay at 7:30 p.m
the game."Greene said.
. "We have to approach *MST a
11•0623-2 Lanciarer 764 4 Green 4
this thing as a lesson to 1441. Slaw,444 It Pregame 4 I 2 *
MOM.264 4. Cat
work harder and get bet- Vemblesil 144a1143,
Noma 3 4-4 14
no 164 3. Demo
ter. It is important that rn rine
unimasis Si
we fix it by our nest.
ias1144 liclamr 3147 21161.66•
game."
5p3au n
SAIL Comm
returns home Tampa Da
MSU
NWtime - fE laaiMmii 0100400y
Saturday night to play A II
•

Murray St.
Morehead St.
E. Kentucky
Tenn. Tech
Akron
—Youngstown St
-Austin Peay
Middle Tenn.

OVC Standings
Cord
All
W L Pct
6 0 1 000
4 2 666
4 2
666
3 2
600
3 3
500
2 4
337
1 4 .200
0 6
000

Games
W L
14 2
9 6
6 9
8 7
9 7
9 7
8 9
3 12

Pct
875
600
400
.533
.565
.565
470
200

Thursday, Jan. 27
.E.Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
Morehead St. at W.Carolina
Friday;Jan.X
Austin Peay at Middle Tenn.
Morehead St. at Tennessee Tech
Saturday,Jan.21
Altroriat Youngstown St.
Malin Peay at Murray St.
E. Kentucky at Memphis St.

Lady Laker point-shower sinks Wingo

•

Murray State's Ricky Hood only got these two points
WITH AUTHORITY
against,Middle Tennessee Friday, but he recovered from his slump Monday
night to lead the Racers with 14. However, the Racers lost Monday's game at
Soptheast Louisiana,7545.
File photo by Jim Rector

Hendon's best paces MMS
Ed Hendon played his
best game of the season
to lead the Murray Mid,
die
hotSi
Tigers to a
decisive. 46-36. triumph
at North Marshall Miniday
Hendon hit 5 of 13 from
the field and had 12 total
points. five rebounds, to
add assistance to the
team's .big guns Mark
West and Rodney Skinner West had HI points.
Skinner 14 in ttr
North Marthall caught
the Tigers napping in the
third period and used a
10-0 run to 7yome within
five, 36-31. and then trim-

med the lead to only three
in the •fourth period
However, Hick Fisher's
Tigers maintained their
poise and held off the rally
The lady Tigers
weren't as fortunate
against the North Marshall hosts, losing 32-21
Kelly Ridley had 15
points to lead all scorers.
but the Lady . Tigers
didn't shoot well enough
as a team to "overcome
the North Marshall girls
Murray hit only 9 of 43
from the field 20.9 pet-sent and 3 of 18 from the
Iree throw:hire,.
.
Thursdo both MMS

Bowie shin re-examined
LEXINGTON, h.
AP0 - Sam Bowie's
broken shinbone was to
be re-examined today
but the University of
Kentucky basketball
player- said he %asn't

counting on an immediate comeback.
"Ilopefully,
get
sonic good news," the 7foot-1 Bowie said Monday "If not. I'll wait
sonic more

teams are on the road
again when they travel to
Trigg County for games
beginning; -at 5 p in.
Fisher announced the
rescheduling date of last
Thursday's contest
against South Marshall
which was snowed out..
The game has been
rescheduled for Tuesday.
Feb. 1.

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
When it. rains in
it
Calloway County
pours And when the
lakers' bubble burst,
Monday night at home, a
severe shower of -Points'
fell on the Wingo Indians,
ending in a 59-22
mismatch victory for the
now 6-6 lady
•'It was obvious, we
were the better team."
said Calloway skipper
John Orr "Rut it should
have been obvious in the
first half"
Orr felt his team should
have provided more than
the 13 pond lead which
they owned at halftime
Re said his team was not
mentally ready during
the opening half, as the
Calloway CoUntian.s produced only eight points in
the first frame but increased its' tally in the
second quarter to 16.
'It was 24-11 at

halftime and I was upset
from the standpoint
that I felt we should have
been in the forties. Not to
-take anything away'from
them 'Wingo but I'm going off on missed foul
sh-ot.s . and
The Laker coach said
he does not like to run the.
score-upon any team, but
after clearing the bench
during the final period his
substitutes just kept producing points • while
defensively stifling the
opposition.
Laker forward Tammy
Trees turned in a speetaqula-r performance
from the field, hitting 10
of 20- shots, and three for
five at the charity stripe
for a total of 23 points."Tammy's capable of
that," said Orr. "She
wanted to shoot and
percentage wise she shot
well from out there." '7
Beth Hooks, who picked

up 10 points, pulled down Kentucky that thought Tracey -E4iicidge each ad-'
13 rebounds, while that, and I- don't think ded fotir points to the vicfreshman, forward we're -finished yet. I'm an' tory.
--7
_
•
Amberly Moss stole 11 off optimist."
the boards. Sherry
The Laker boys and
wow Wala
M Callemm Camay
Gallimore added eight girls will host district foe CALLOWAY
(MI)
points to the overwhelm- Mayfreld tonight, with
Tram II 34 23 Makolrn 2 4-I 4.
0414 liAllamara 12-0 I, bk.as
Hooka
ing victory.
- 'girls action getting 64 4 Yard i 04 Oarnm I al 2
On'said helelt, before underway at6:30 p.m.
iradiand I 1141 2 T Lamb 1 OA 2 S
lila /ram totals
;-1 SO
the Season ,began, his
In junior Varsity action I Ara
WITIGO n)
team Would bat its' pre- the Lady Lakers nudged
Kees 1 04 2. Dobson 01-2i Sialliaen*
11.1 4, Riley 2 $4 (Ammo 0 24 3.
sent status i6-6 .500 winn- Wingo 22-16, as • Terry 15o(1
I 64 2. Wiggins 0 14 I Team
— 411.1 pct. IThis far down the Lamb was the host high batalr—444010
Team
line. "I believe I was the scorer with five points. 1.11 rerarda lilioway 114 Wino
only person in western Wende Osmus and
Halftime ware eV 24 WKS 11

I'

Benton, CCMS split twinbill
Host Benton and
Calloway Middle Schools
split a doubleheader Monday night, the Benton
boys winning and the
Calloway itirls doing the
same.
CCMS boys coach Birch
Kinsolving said he hoped
his team learned a lesson
from the 41-18 thrashing.
"We got beat in every
phase of the game. We've
been playing the same
way the past three games

and it finally caught up
with us."
The Lakers dropped to
5-2 with the loss
Calloway's Lady
Lakers were operating on
the opposite end of the
spectrum from the bo)s
learn, rolling to a 28-15
win
.
Twelve steals and 60
percent shooting from the
foul line helped the
shorte1PCCMS girls oust
their hosts and improve

their unbeaten record to
7-0.
Christi Anderson
the Lady !Akers With 10
points and 11 rebounds
while teammate Marsha
Grimes, assigned to
cover a 6-foot player for
Benton, recorded three
rebounds, three steals.
three assists and two
points.
Monday the CCMS
teams host North Marshall.

MR. DARK FIRED
TOBACCO
FARMER
Sell you Dark

Fired Tobacco with C.W. YOUNG &
CO. Loose Floor 501 E. 12th St. Hopkinsville, Ky.
In n business since 1928. We will appreciate you
selling your tobacco with us. Our floor is lighted
and centrally heated for Dark Tobacco sale.
TOBACCO SOLD DAY AFTER DELIVERY

HANDS OFF — A Wingo defender tries to block the video of Calloway County
shooter TamMy Tress, but to no avail. Tress canned 10 field goals and the..free
throws to lead the game in scoring with 23 points. OCHS defeated Wingo Monday,
59-22
Staff photo by Chris Evans

Stay on US 68 until you cross UN Railroad. Go to next light
(No. on map) and turn right on Campbell St. Go to 3rd street
and turn right 08 12 St.

I.
f
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Gresham captures five medals
in Junior Olympics swim meet

1".14
.*
a

It

Ii

We will have plenty room eit OW personal sink' will be for
yeer,convenience.
C. W. YOUNG & CO.

C. W. Young

llopkinsville, Ky. Tommy Young
885-5422 Coll Collect

Rif LPN INES II
ALIGNMENT
721 5. 121k
Amy

,
•

Eight members of the events — 50 freestyle, 50 sonville, Ind., attended
Murray-Calloway Swim backstroke, 511 the competition.
Other MCSC swimmers
Club competed in the breaststroke and 100 illKentucky Junior Olym- disidual medley. The 6- who attended, but didn't
pics, Saturday and Sun- year-old -Murraylin also -place include Mary Jo
day, and returned, with placed fourth in the 50 Simmons, Tami Wagner
and Beth Wilson of Murfive individual medals butterfly.
ray: Price C.oiskley, Tonand three more top-siti
Julie Orr, a 10-year-old da Barlow and Ronda
finishes.
Steven Gresham led the from Calvert City, placed Barlow of Calvert City.
MCSC team at fifth in two events — 50
. The MCSC Leath will
ElizabethtcnVn Capturing'end 100 butterfly.
Nearly every swim travel to Fort Knox to
a silver medal in the 100
freestyle and bronze team in Kentucky plus compete in the Snowball
medals in four other swimmers from Jotter- Invitational. Feb.44.
.
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St. John's secret:

---

Don't give free throws to Redmen
By WIJ-LIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Villanova found out the
hard way that it doesn't
pay to give free throws to
the St. John's Redmen.
St. John's. ranked
seventh in The
Associated Press college
basketball poll released
today, hit 36 of 39 free
throw tries to defeat the
llth-rated Wildcats 110-71
Monday night. The loss
snapped a 10-game winning streak for Villanova
and boosted Si. John's,
17-1 overall, into the Big
East Conference lead
with a 7-1 record, while
the Wildcats dropped to 5"Unless you go to the
foul line, you're not going
to win," said „St. John's
Coach Lou Carnesecca.
"Not only does it put
points on the board, it
puts their fellas on the
bench."

Villanova's star center.
J ober Pinone, was benched for four minutes atter
picking up his(malt personal foul with 13:19 to go
and St. John's trailing 4739. The Redmen, who hit
77 of 29 free throws in the
second half, cut the
margin to 49-47 before
Pinone returned.
In other games invoiving the new Top Twenty.
No. 3 North Carolina
smashed Georgia State
WU, No. 12 Arkansas
ripped Texas 8344 and
17th-ranked Illinois State
trimmed Tulsa 61-55_
David Russell led St
John's with 21 points.
while Kevin Williams, the
Redmen's sixth man, added 16 points and hit all
eight of his free throws.
In previous seasons,
Williams. complained
about his lack of playing
time and being relegated
to a reserve role. But now
he's content with his role

in relief of point guard
Bob Kelly.
"The coach is a genius
at seeing what's wrong
with the offense and telling the point guard what
plays to call," Williams
said. "My job is to settle
the guys down and the
right people the ball "
"Kevin Williams put
points on the board and
got the ball to the right
guys." Carnesecca said
"It doesn't matter who
starts the game, but who
finishes it."
St. John's also got a big
boost from Bill Wenn:
ington. a 7-foot reserve
center, who delivered a
clutch three-point play
giving the Redmen a 56-53
lead with 4:54 remaining
St. John's leading
scorer, Chris Mullin, was
held to two points inlhe
first half, when Villanova
led 37-35. The sophomOre
guard hit all of his 10 free

throws in the second half
and finished with 14
points.
Stewart Granger
scored 18 points for
Villanova, which got 16
train Pinone and 15 from
Ed Pinckney as the
Wildcats outshot St
John's 55 percent to 45
Top Ten
North Carolina won its
12th straight game after a
3-3 start as Michael Jordan scored 16 points and
freshman Brad Daugherty 15 against Georgia
State
The Panthers,tried to
counter the Tier Heels'
height advantage with a
zone defense, but. North
Carolina blistered the
nets with 73.7 percent
field goal shooting in the
first half to take a 61-35
North Carolina
eventually led by as
much as 95-54 late in the
game. •
Chavelo Holmes led all

AUTO
LAUNDRY

_
•

753-1331

• ,
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scorers with 20 gx)ints for
Georgia State
Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
Second Ten
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Darrell Walker had 28
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
points and five steals as
Arkansas rebounded
from a '15-point loss to
Houston b) beating
Texas
T Inns
The
140.01110 e •stietr 14401.11044. ,orr•
Walker hit 11 of 14 shots
I arr.!.
Thy T..4
4.117
sietta•
urlyd Prete .
•
from the field, while. Amu siO
pee.
fU4p•.• r
backcourt partner Alvin 04.4•14-Smse/8. 041 1.14/ 4.0.01 t's•M•
t t.
•
-s
.• :•
IS
31.
•
• 6
1
Robertson adOd .11 1.4440
• 4.0.41.?
••-.1
•
points on 6-of-9 shooting
traluna
steals
Robertson had six
•.1
s,
The Longhorns, who
7- 1
.4.
IS., 100 4r.(•• 1
11.41rs of
11110
newton. Si.le
got 23 points from Bill
4 apt's..44
Wendlandt. shot 66 per• Al 1,tha
•
.
I I asseastia
cent from the held, but
11...1.a
A:
turned the ball over 27
KC/11y 114
411L
14.1.•11.,•
• • ••
tunes and shot 31 percent
1: Athena.
... • •
•• \
• ••
from the free throw line
•
•
:4 L.
Hank Cornley had 13
:14
.114••444116144(..0'
'
points and 10 rebounds to
14 1111,nms.44
%LAI.
.
M • • ..
pace Illinois State to its
!
I:44
:1 ',...
4•14, a 1 N. 44 4.
•
eighth straight victory,
:1 Wait I ••..
5.'
• •14:106111 seat,
including six in a row in
the Missouri Valley Con•
ference
I
The Redbirds spotted
Tulsa a 19-8 lead, but roared back with LO
straight points to cut the
s•y• Prig Pea
IM 1/..•
U. rog. I Arer team.
deficit to one Illinois
"-age
l'rea.
106. k..,.
State managed a ,28-27 whose Mallmtbaiip,.l 04114 fe•al 4,41e
14ase4ewles Ve.et Isassere.ta
4.1‘.
•
114.0.401.•serte..'
parsethrse•
••••04
halftime read deiiPite-•
141,1
woman
shooting only 41 percent
lienr•
ism
from the field in the first
ShwerssiaY
20 minutes and it.' 6-2 4De,
I•
lea fialiar.1
11ratt:Oir
Tommanta, t
streak In the first. six
I.rn
minutes of the second
751.1.4,.'
••1146•• M•
tor , Cloth t
half allowed the Redbirds
•rad itiettsmac
to cruise to victory
,15 ley
7
'
111-vend
Other Games
•
II Warr.,
Virginia Thch, ranked
11 tea Tat..''..
17th at the time of Mon1••/..•• •
night's game.
day
1.471•1`np
T;h4
outscored Southern
4,
Mississippi 13-0 in the last
,al.' i•••
five minutes to claim a •At..
77-74 victOry Dell Curry
scored 22 points to lead
the liokies, who fell front,,
the poll. released today
after losing two games
last week
Auburn. ranked 20th
Monday night but an
absentee._ from today's
poll, lost 80-77 to Tentau...,
%abort& haakettat
nessee as Dale Ellis
50 1St 1
/aSnt
Ainne I...nu.
scored 26 points for the
I I,i ..14
Volunteers
. •
s.•
In other games, it was
Clemson 58, Georgia
i
Tech 56; Mississippi 64,
Al Tor'In
• .ntra
Mississippi
Alabama 63
SUNG* Win Vin
4.41.4‘.
State 80, Louisiana State-- • 4.4lea 11 11,
pa,
65. South Carolina 85,
Mum... 4 •t11en41.4,
Pltie 501111
Vanderbilt 71, New Wi•,a. I rt. S. Slam.
tco State 72, Indiana State
Ill All hears.. •1 , 1 sts•
70 in overtime; Brigham
Young 73, Air Force 61,
Formerly Amoco Car Wash
Texas Tech 54, Rice 50 in
We Also Rent Ryder Trucks
overtime and Utah 79,
Colorado State 58.

Closed
Sunday

College Basketball
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High School Basketball
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Killer B's vs No Respect crew
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By WILL GRLMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent LOS ANGELES( AP)- It ought to be a whale of a
Super Bowl - this pro football showdown between
Miami's anonymous "Killer B's" and all those
cleated anonymities from D. C. who keep saying,
"We get no respect."
Outside of Joe Theismann and big John Riggins
its a 2-1 bet that the first person you meet on the
street can't name another player on the Washington
Redskins roster.
Yet they'll be in the big one at Pasadena next Sunday with the best record in the National Football
League - 11-1 overall, counting playoffs, almost
peHect.
The Miami Dolphins, who had a perfect 17-0
record in 1971, are a developing team after a decade
of frustration and, as the Redskins, area surprise
guest-at the big party.
Everybody was looking for Dallas' computerized
robots, Los Angeles' rambunctious, transplanted
Raiders or possibly San Diego's high-scoring
Chargers on Dan Fouts'iron wing.
But, no. it's Miami and Washington, and fans
-could not have asked for • more intriguing matchap.
Take the Redskins. Stripped of draft choices by
George Allen, whose philosophy was "the future is
now," they have been put together with bailing wire
and adhesive tape.
Twenty-nine members of the roster have been
assembled in the last two seasons under Coach Joe
Gibbs, 15 of them free agents, others players
scrounged from near the bottom of the college draft
list, largely ignored.

Super Bowl,XVII

•,,lr

Miami vs Washington
. No big stars.- No Heisman Trophy winners. No
prima donnas. Just a bunch of guys who have found
their destiny amid the memorials and politicos of
the nation's capital. .
Two men have been largely responsible for this
sudden resurgence Bobby Beathard, the general
manager who was director of player personnel for
the Dolphins in Miami's halcyon 70s. and Gibbs a
pleasant, deeply religious guy whom national TV
caught on his knees leading his team in reciting the
Lord's Prayer after last Saturday's startling upset
victory over Dallas.
Beathard is the architect. He got the pieces and
put them together. Gibbs is the master mechanic.
He gets the wheels spinning and does the
motivating.
Gibbs wasn't surprised to find his Redskins
three-point underdog on. the 'gamblers' books.
That's the way It's been all year. The smart guys
keep saying the Redskins are a (reek or are lucky.
No way they should be doing what they're doing.
"People look at Miami differently than they look
at us," Gibbs says with mixed hurt and resignation
Don't disivunt the Redskins. There is a mystical
quality about them as if they've latched their
destiny to a star and a lot of little gremlins are
working invisibly in their behalf.

'I

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer Coach Don DeVoe of
Tennessee says the "cannibalistic" tendencies of
the rest of the
Southeastern Conference
will enable Kentucky to
capture its 34th league idle Monday night but
basketball championship. gained a half-game on the
DeVoe expressed field when Tennessee
pleasure at climbing into downed Auburn''leaving
a four-way deadlock for each with a 4-3 consecond place in the SEC ference record and tie for
title chase Monday night second with Mississippi
with an 80-77 victory at and Vanderbilt.
Auburn and then tabbed
In other SEC action.
the Wildcats the team to Ole Miss knocked off
beat.
Alabama 64-63 and
Asked if he thought a Mississippi State beat
team could win the SEC Louisiana State 1045 as
with six losses, DeVoe Jeff Malone scored 35
said. "Kentucky will not points, the third times he
lose that many. I think surpassed the 30-mark in
Kentucky will pull away the last four games.
because the rest of us will
Vanderbilt stepped out
be cannibalistic on each of the league and took an
other.
85-71 shelling at South
"They have the hoes in Carolina, dropping the
the middle (6-foot-11 SEC's record against outMelvin Turpin) and they siders to 79-18. an .814
have been winning and percentage.
Georgia visits Florida
not playing that well,"
DeVoe said. "Next tonight for a nationally
weekend will be the tell- televised (ESPN I. game,
tale time for them. 'They with the winner moving
have to go to Georgia and Into the logjam in second
then to our place."
place and the loser droppKentucky, 13-3 overall ing into the eighth posiand 5-2 in the SEC, was tion

some screens, and it
doesn't take much
daylight for Jeff Malone
to get his shots."
Coach Dale Brown of
1SU said Boyd told him
before the game that
Malone was the best
player he had ever coach- "We're glad to be in se- ed., including former
cond place, but we need Southern Cal and NBA
to play for 40 minutes," Mar Paul Westphal.
"I knew if this- *as
adding that
DeVoe
he is "still not pleased true, we were in for a lot
with this ball team. We of trouble tonight,"
have not played a com- Brown said.
Terry Lewis conplete game."
Dale Ellis led the Vols. tributed 19 points for
12-4, with 26 points and State, including 17 in the
Michael Brooks added 19. second half. Howard
Charles Barkley bad his Carter led 1SU. 114, with
second torrid effort in a 25 points and Leonard
row for the Tigers, 11-6,' Mitchell had 19 points and
scoring 34 points. Barkley 11 rebounds.
Carlos Clark's 16-footer
hit 13 of 14 shots from the
floor after going 10-for-10 with five seconds remainagainst Georgia Saturday ing gave Ole Miss its vicnight. He also had 13 re- tory at Alabama. Clark
took scoring honors with
bounds.
Malone, who is averag- 30 /joints as the Rebels
ing 30.1 points in eight Lifted their overall mark
SEC games, hit 15 of 24 to 11-6. Alabama, 104 and
shots from the field and 5 24, got 17 points from
of 7 tree throws for Bobby Lee Hurt.
Harold Martin came off
Mississippi State, 114
the bench, to score 16
and 4-4.
Coach Bob Boyd of second-half points in
State said he wasn't sure sparking South Carolina,
what kind of defense ISU 134. over Vanderbilt. 13Likes to use, but that when 6. Jimmy Foster led the
the Bulldogs forced them Gamecocks with 25
Into a man-to-man it and Phil Cos had 21t:
allowed State to "set Vandy

Arbitration continues
LOS. ANGELES I AP)
- Fernando Valenxuela
and the Los 'Angeles
Dodgers may set set new
highs when they enter arbitration on the pitcher's
salary.
It was reported Monday that Valens:seta has
asked for $1 million for
WM and the Dodgers
have submitted a figure
o/ $7506011.

Each figure would be
the highest ever filed
since baseball began using salary arbitration in
1974.
U agreement is not
reached' between the
Dodgeri and Valenxuela
before a hearing next
month, an arbitrator will
cheese one of the two
figures he was asked to
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When it comes to improving
you woodworking,

ONE DEMONSTRATION IS
The ShopemIth MARK V can twit) you
become a better woodworker.
' •0114144'
/4/,

• .44 '

•

11 I

Come to our FREE demon
stration and learn about
terrific Double Anniversary
Savings
exclusive ShopSurance
protection
\
and no down paym•nt
and convenient terms on a
MARK VI
Attending'
for
Gift
FREE

\

61/1•61
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.• '
45 •16 6,•.• •16 .1•1
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ShopsmIth
Gummy Vinortax.n.,..)
made in the USA
Ins61411.=1.144444

LUNCH SPECIAL!!
Dine-In Only
Grilled Cheese
Choice of Soup or Chili

IMIE LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY AT.
Poelocoh Moll
3200 S. Beltline Hwy
Poducoll

"
$1

ADUCAH
A:ALL

Me tehtlartiees
11:00 A.M.-2:30 P.M. wood tr• AVeIIskiIitY
Geri
Severe

Thurs. Jon.
thru Sun.ion:30

a
Pentii
Moab'li ireke Mace
1

ATTEND THIS DEMONSTRATION
AND RECEIVE YOUR FREE
WOODWORKING GIFT'
. *4•6/Ng .4"a' 1164111W1
ellamonalfalokr• -I..
IbIlh041104140440•RI ' Just Or*, by ...1
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PAGE 10 TM.. MI RR At. by..LEDGER a TIMES. Tuesday.jaasiaells.-rm-oft- who,' I found doctors, lawyers. musicians. school
4teachers. bellhops. policemen and construction workers
there I was relieved to learn that I was not alone — that
others suffered (torn the same feelings of fear. inadequacy
and guilt that I felt
xt,
Or. this my first anniversary of sobeasty, 1 last had to
say thank you for sending me to A A You saved my life
RAY

Dealt)

•.

By Abigail Van Buren

'Pass' on Drinking Test
May Indicate a Failing
drinalotioci less than
DEAR MIRY My husband is tirl
eight to 10 beers every day, plus four or fi%e shots of
whiskey He insists that he is not an alcoholic 1 think he
is What do you think"
NO NAME PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: I can hest answer your question by repeating the following letter:
AHHY You probably won't remember me hut 1
am a fairly su« rueful middle aged family man who wrote
ou I thought I hid 'a
ii, „ciu about a year ago telling
problem with alc ohol I V* MN drunk when I wrote that
letter and couldn't remember mailing it but I must ha %e
be< Ruse I received an answer from ../11.
or no
You sent a list of I.! question. to h. ani.wered
V../.• I/I
and told Me if there Merl four or to Ii
deep trouble You also urged nic tg. to icoo ocic
holt( s Anonymous meeting
Ti. make' a long *tors short I v., tit fir log idightl‘
s.ii turned tour
embarrassed, but RP/ embarrtis.nic

DEAR RAY: No thank* due me. I merely pointed
to the road. You took it.
To celebrite your sobriety. I am printing the 12
questions so that others who wonder if they have
• drinking problem can test themselves. The test
was written by thoite who know firsthand what
alcoholism is all abour — member• of Alcoholics
Anonymous.
I. Have you ever decided to stop drinking for •
week or so. but only lasted for•couple of days? Yes
( I; No
2. Do you wish people would stop nagging you
about your drinking? Yes f' 0; No t
:1. Have you ever switched from one kind of drink
to another in the hope that this would keep you
from getting drunk? Yes tli No I 1.
4. Have you had •drink in the morningdating the
past year? Yes i i; No I I.
:5. Ho you envy people who can drink without getting into trouble? Yes ); No I..
fi. Havsou had problems connected with drinking
during the past year? Yes I f; No
7. Has your drinking caused trouble at home? Yes
1; No
M. Do you ever try to gel -extra” drinks at • party
because you do not get enough? Yes I /: No I I.
9. Do you tell yourself you can stop drinking anytime yOU want to, even though you keep getting
drunk when you don't mean to? Yes I I; No I 1.
10. /I• r you mtieted 4.ys at work incnifike_of

drinking? Yee( ); No
11. Do you have -blackouts"? Yes I 1; No I 1. (A
blackout is when there are drinking hours or days
you caonnt remember.)
12. Have you ever felt that your if, would be
better if you did not drink? Yes( 1; Not i.
Alcoholics Aosioymosie le a fellowship of men and
women who share their experience, strength and
hope with one another so that they may solve •
cosmos problem and help others to recover from
alcoholism'.
The only requirement for membership is a desire
to stop drinking. There are no dues or fees for
membership. It is self-supporting through voluntary
contributions.
Look for A.A. in your phone book, or write to Boa
450. Grand Central Station. New York. N.Y. 10017
for information.
DEAR ARM' There's a problem between me and my
new boyfriend David ifalse namel has shared an apart
ment with Steve for many years Steve is getting mamed
next month. and David has us find a new roommate He
says he will accept either a male or a female iThe apartment has two bedrooms /
I told him I do nut want him living with a girl Be says
if he does, there will not he anything between them and I
will Just have to trust him
Abf)Y, I dent think I 4 ould handle his having a female
roommate He says hr loves me and I don't want to lose
him but how can I be sure nothing will happen between
him and his new roommate if she's a woman'
IN LOVE WITH HAVID
DEAR IN LOVE: Many men and women share
living quarters without becoming romantically involved. In any case. his next roommatiq may not be
• woman, so don't worry about somethHig that may
never happen.

Berea College president
announces retirement

Snyder's
• WEDNESDAY ONLY
OPEN NOON TO 9

BEREA, Ky. (AP) -Dr Willis D. Weatherford, president of Berea
College since 1967, has
announced he plans to
retire in June 1964.
Weatherford, 66, said
he will spend the remainder of his tenure at
the schdol completing a
$43.3 million Second Century fund drive that is
within $9 million of its
goal.

DuringWeatherford's
presidency, the market
value of Berea's endowment has increased ,to
slightly- more ,than $91
million, making it one of
the largest in the nation
for a college its size.
Though some $40
million Oilers of the
amount has been raised
during Weatherford's
presidency, he remains

THE BOTTOM LINE
AN ADDITIONAL
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modest.
"It's not what I've
done." he said Monday
after announcing his
plans to retire. "It's what
a whole bunch of us have
done. I just happened to
be in a leadership role."
Kroger Pettengill.
board chairman of the
126-year-old liberal arts
school, said -Weather.
forth % announcement was
accepted "with sincere
regret, but with a deep
appreciation for his
leadership."
He said a search committee' of trustees, -faculty, staff, alumni and
students .will be announced shortly to begin looking for a successor _ to
Weatherford.
A new president is expected to be named no
later than next January,
Pettengill said. _
Trained as a labor
economist. Weatherford
was dean of Carleton
(Minn.) College for two
years before 'succeeding
Francis S. Hutchins as
Berea's sixth president.
He holds doctorate and
master's degrees from
Harvard University, a
bachelor's degree from
Yale University Divinity
School and a bachelor's
degree from Vanderbilt
University.
Weatherford said he
has no specific plans for
his retirement, but said
he would not remain in
Berea, at least during his
successor's first two
years.
"For a retiring president to stay and be on top
of an incoming president
is a little tough on both of
them," he said.

Fraud unit
°Pirating
FRANKFORT. Ky.
(AP) — A special unit It
dated mild investigate

fraudulent unemployment insurance claims
will begin operating and
Monday in the Departmeat for Human
Resources.
Secretary Buddy
Adams said the object is
to discover benefits
already paid on
frauduient claims an)1
deter similar 'champ
against the iuwimptoy;
meat insurance trust
hind.
He estimated that more
than $2110,000 has been
paid to persons filing
false claims during the
first half of last year.
H. C. Shipp, a retired
Kentucky state police officer, will head the new
unit and direct six field
investigators i
Prestonsburg. Lexington,
Covington, Louisville,
Elizabethtown and
Hopkinsville.
The field agents will
review unemployment insurance claims for potential unrepOrted earnings,
misrepresented reasons
for being out of work, incorrect history information and false certifications about a claimant's
availability for suitable
work.

Manager quits
COVINGTON, -Ky.
1AP) — Covington City
Manager Wally Pagan
says he is resigning Feb.
11 because he's
"borderlining on the burnout phase.
Pagan,.39, has held the
post almost five years.
He said he will take a job
in the private sector, and
he said advice from his
doctor influenced his
decision to step down. .
"It was my doctor's
conclusion," he told the
commission Friday,
"that for my own wellbeing, I should remove
myself from a .stressful
situation."
Mayor Bernard Moorman said city solicitor
Joseph Condit would
serve as interim
manager.

Layoffs prompted
GRAHAM. Ky.(AP) —
Peabody Coal Co. has laid
off about 50 people at its
Star Mine in Muhlenberg
County, officials said.
According to a news
release from the company, the layoffs were
prompted by a decrease
In demand for coal at two
Louisville Gas and Electric Co. power plants.
The layoffs took effect
on Jan. 21. Prior to the
move, the Star Mine*
employed 371 people and
produced 1.4 million tons
of coal in 1961, the release
Mated.
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Energy costs, staying in same home makes remodeling important
By BARBARA MAYER
A recent survey by the
AP Newalsatures
publisher of Building SupRising energy costs and ply News Magazine found
the habit of remaining in today's remodeling prothe same home instead of )ects tend to be more
moving are combining to energy related than in the
produce a change in past
home remodeling pro. Caulking,
weatherstripping and ad*cis-

ding insulation never used to be important at all.
But today Wry have
become very important
to the home remodeling
trade.- said !Worry
Robinson of Cahners
Publishing Co., the
magazine's publisher

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Omar••••

01•••••••••

In a 19$1 survey of 2.500
households.. the magazine
found the 10 top projects
I in descending numbers
of jobs completed were
interior and exterior
painting: wallpapering
carpeting, weatherstripping, caulking and sealing, replacing or adding
lighting fixtures; adding
new kitchen faucets; insulating; replacing
bathroom faucets, and
remodeling the bath.
Counting by dollar
volume instead of
number of jobs, room additions topped the list at
210.5 billion Other projects. . in descending
order of dollars', were.
Kitchen remodeling; adding new carpet: reroofing; installing exterior
siding; remodeling a
bathroom; (gushing .a
basement: adding a new
garage, and installing
new kitchen cabinets
Robinson. who expects

a trend toward practical
remodeling projects to
accelerate. sees five
growth areas for 1983 and
beyond They include
Replacing exterior windows and doors and installing storm windows.
upgrading the home
heating and hot water
system, adding insulation to reduce energy
costs, interior painting
and wallpapering, and installing passive solar
systems and devices such
as sun rooms and sun
.scoops,, greenhouse windows and air locks for entryways to the house..
On the other hand. he
predicted a drop in bigticket remodeling jobs,
such as the addition of
new bathrooms and kitchen remodeling
-People tend to make
these major changes
when they move into a
home, rather than in
midstream, and the

statistics indicate that
fewer people are moving
noWattay N.•* hesaid.
With consumer interest
in improving the home
environment high. many
industry trade associations have found it worthwhile to develop written materials showing
how to Use their products
and se,ry- ICC!: to enhipice
that environment
These groups may provide an overlooked
source of information and
guidance f.r- consumers
interested in remodeling
their home
The following will pro•
vide free or low -4'llSt iii
herniation
about sonie
aspect (irlinie remodeling
• American Society of
Interior I >esigners. 730
Fifth Ave . New York,
NY 10019 Provides lists
of members around iter
coeintry and informatitm
on selecting an _interior

"•1160•1

On the house
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- There must be
some knack to cutting
plywaxi that escapes me
I have worked with
piood only a couple of
years and have always
had the same trouble
When I cut through the
plywood. I seem to split
or damage the last sheet
of veneer, that is; the one
at the bottom The rest of
the cut usually is perfect.
I use a crosscut handsaw,
which I have bet-n told is
best. What arn I doing
wrong'
A.
To aVoid splintering or damaging the last
layer of veneer, place a
piece of scrap wood under

gl
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the plywood In that way .
when you cut through,the
saw will cut the scrap
wood last and whatever.
damage occurs will take
place on the scrap Of
course, when you saw in
that fashion, you will
have to hold the two
pieces of wood together
with a clamp

under it 11.0N do I shut off
the watet '
"A
Sounds as though
you hate a v,'13
house tine of the first*
things you should du
when you buy, a house is
to find where all the
shutoff valves are In any
case. experiment until
ti find" -Which
shuts off the water faucet
you plan to work on If
you cannot 1inZ1 it, then
you will have to find OW
valve that"shuts off all thewater in the bouw.
Tracking dean the watt.:
111Pes to the place when.
they enter the house-w.ili
enable you to do this
-

When I road instructions about working
on a kitchen faucet, I
always read that I should
shut off the water at the
valve "undéi the' Sink
That makes sense, except
none of the sinks in -niy
house has a shutoff valve

•

BASEMENT

es 41

HAI 192#4
WHICH

REACHES

UP

two stories

highlights this split-level house. Other features include a
heat-circulating fireplace and a bayed wall opposite it. There
are three bedrooms and a recreation room. Plan HA 1 192/1
has 1.505 square feet on the upper level and 478 on the lower.

more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens
Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.

•Keyed Entrance Locks

*Closet Latch Sets

$12.75
$11.31
$7.00

•Double Cylinder

$15.75

•Bed & Bathroom Locks

For

JUST ARRIVED —
NEW SHIPMENT

We Sink.
The Heaters
We Sell

UNION GAP, Wash.
(AP) — After Mount St.
Helens' powerful May
100 blast. B.K. Bayslager asked cleanup
crews to bring him ash by
the truckload.
His neighbors also chip-

Don't Get Caught In
The Cold Aide!

pod in, until Baysinger
had amassed nearly 30
tam — a mini-mountain
el his own.
Baysinger discovered
that making concrete
with volcanic ash instead
of sane malts in a superhard mixture, which he
built into an ornate fence

around Na hems.
Baysinger said the cement rail fence, which
some people Mistake for
wood, mat him about $11
a linear toot. H.
estknatod • homeowner
hiring Mows to cow
Wort a similar otroetoro
would pay $20 or more a
linear foot
The ash is tough, Baysbeer said It took him
Dearly three hours to drill
leas than half an inch into
the "ashcrete," compared to 45 seconds to
drill through ordinary
concrete with a masonry
thin.
"rye looked it over and
fin are absolutely no
dada anywhere," Baysinfer said, adduing that
he hopes to complete the
propel this summer with
the construction of four
.
p gates.
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1. Earn High Money Market Rates.
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Lexington
Avenue. New York. NY
10017 Offers a free
eight page booklet
"What Homeowners
Want to Know about Solid
Vinyl Siding
- • Wood Moulding &
_Millwork Producers. 1'
Box 2S2714. Portland. int
9:225 Library of informa-t ion on
moolding proter-t Will send a listing of 4
ferings in resihmse ti,
written requests
Besides these on:;inua •
tions, others may be
round in the listings of
trade omelet:it ton: Ask
your local ribrarrati for
guidance in loca ti n g
these 1!ripups
355

CHECK OUT THE

WEISER — ARISTOCRAT STYLE
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Volcanic
ash makes
concrete
hard

•

stitute.

• NUARY CLOSEOUT SALE
Special Value!

SOLARIUM

tile's

753-6450

500 S. 4TH

Two(ft 0ik5•011

tam. 355 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10017 "A
Guide to Energy-Saving
cents • A
Guide to Energy-Saving
Doors" is 15 cents
• Resilient Floor
Covering Institute, 1030
15th St., N W Suite 350.
Washington, DC 20005. Information about vinyl
floors
• Tile. Council of
America. P (4 Box 503,
Mahwah. NJ 0740:1 *Informat1.111 Oft

imm.....

RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLIES

171

I
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d:ksigner
• Asphalt Roofing
Manufacturers Association. P 0 Rox 3248,
Grand Central Station.
New York, NY 10163 Has
two booklets for 50 cents
each -A Homeowners
Guide to Quality Roofing" and "Good Applications Makes a Good Roof
Better. — for do-itourselfers
• Association of HomeAppliance Manufacturfrs. 20 North Wacker
hive, hicago.
60606
Literature and information about appliance's
• carpet & Hug Institute. P 0 Box 2048,
I %Ilion,
'30720 Information on buying, 4nstalling and maintaining
arpets. rpgs. bath:mots
and bedspreads
• National Association of the Remodeling industry, 11 East 44th St ,
New York. NY lik117. Can
ctin
_uravuic _names
trae tor members
•
• National Pecorating
Products Association.
9334 Ihelman Industrial
Drive. St !Amis. MI)
63132 Provides_ information.14out paint and wall
coverings
• National Woodwork
Manufacturers As.socia
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Mums'. Branch
12111 %lain St.
759-1630
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Local hospital reports newborn admissions, dismissals Wil
1

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday.
Jan 19, was 139 adults
and three in nursery.
A newborn lidelillie011
*as Alice Simsand baby
boy. Rt 1. Hardin.
Disnifsaals were as
follows
Mrs. Nancy L. Steele
and baby bey. Rt. 2.South
Fulton, Tenn.: Mrs.
Monica Cornwell and
baby boy. t 9. Benton:
Miss Rita Taylor. 1Ftt 9.
Benton. Robby Kirks. Rt
5: Randy Dick, Rt. 7;
Mrs Carol McDermott
itt 7. Mayfield:
Mrs Joyce Cannon
1110 Sycamore St . Mrs
Iva Hillerbrand. Rt 5,
Benton. (;eorge Cain.
New Concord:. Mrs
Deborah Parker. Rt. 3.
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GASOLINE & DIESEL FUEL

Your Individual
Horoscope
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were Linda Todd and Rt. 1: Mrs. Helen P
baby girl, Rt. A. Hazel, Anderson. Rt. 1. Hardin;
Censas at MurrayMrs Carol Lynn Cain
and Bonnie Burteen and
IN
Will War
and baby girl. Rt 1, Calloway County I. Lasil Notice
baby boy.Rt. 1.Dexter.
Hospital
for
Sunday.
Jan
Almo.
Everett
W
Hood,
Dismissals were as
Box 351. Benton. Kenneth 1,3. was 142 adults and
follows:
E seven in nursery
Miss Tern Underwood. ft. Keel. Rt. 3;
A newborn admission
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Jean Barnhill, Rt. 2,
was Rita Henson and
Wheeler, New Concord; Buchanan, Tens.; Mrs
The Calloway Casey Beard el Maoism will.
Jimmy Cherry, Rt. 6; Sanova B. Dodd, 809A baby be)). Rt 2
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receive seeded bids fir praise hr the Calloway
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7.'Mayfield; Mrs Mania Mrs. Virgin
Wit SAll
Road. Bridge and
Li, Noel. Rt. 1. Dieter;- Blackburn. 100 Hickory get'cethers•
privocy in this
of
Lots
Approaches
at
Mid.1
GEMINI
Miss I -aura Ann ',oven,. Dr.;
eiegent 3 bedrooms, 3
die Fork of Clarks
Robert W. poisgrov.. May.21jto June 20) 11471P
Rt 3: Mrs Kathy D Lee,
bath cower/ home, 2
River. a distance of
Romantic opportunity
lit 1. Dexter; Mrs. Rt. S. South - Fulton'
fireplaces, 1 acre,
0.397 mile.- Grade,
now, but avoid fantasizLorene Lawson. Box 544, Tenn.; Clarence .1:e°1nr___.es
shed!, tot, carpeted, 3
Drain andl
ng Conservative tactics are
Mayfield: Mrs Cindy 'Kurowski. 1407 Story; preferable to taking financial
Bituminous.
wiles from Merrily at
King. Rt. 2. Gilbertsville; -Mrs. Opal J. Beane, Rt. 1. nsks.
The Department
the corner .4 121 and
Thomas Jeffords,613 Fagningtoni Mrs. Ada CANCER
of Highways hereby
be Meson Reed. Cell
East 12th St., Benton; M.Garland. 1605 Catalina (June 21 to July 12 la°
0
notifies all bidders
753-2967 utter S
Mrs. Sarah N. Henson, Dr.; Mrs. Sallie E. If you guard against
that it will ati
p.w.
mS ( expired ieicapism, Work accoMplishRt. 3:Benton: Paul Ft. Erfirmatively insure
win. Rt 7: Merle N. Westview Nursing Home; ment. is likely, You may hear
that in any contract
Allen. Box 472. Fulton: Bernice F. Bishop I es- Iron an oldlove Make plans
entered into pur
for travel,
Mrs DebOrah Darting. pired New concord.
suant to this adver
LEO
•
timement, minority
Fe. veer ceeveriroce,
4July 23toAug. 221
leiter fres ter Wet Dept
business
enter
Romance and the pursuit of
el be is me Ma
prises will be af
pleasure could distract you
hum
PM to 1111 I
forded full opfrom your goals. Responis Mearlevs, Teesde11
portunity
to
submit;
sibilities should take
Tbersdeys red Fridays.
bids in response to
PINIOOMS, Ot061601111.1.
precedence
Ibis invitations, and
PONTIAC, CAMUAC
IRGO
11166 W. Mile
will not be
Aug 23 to Sept. 22,
discriminated
You need to distinguish
against on the
between those who waste,your
Did yOu see 60 minutes?
ground at race, col-,
tune and peal* who have
Get the real story I As
your best interests at heart..
or, or national
emerald
ned a
as
Be loyal.
origin in considers
more profitable and
LIBRA
realisfic business and IS
lion for an award.
T CERTAINLY
earning 520,000 per
I Sept.23 to Oct.225 &L
I
Bid proposals for
month Call for an
Self-discipline and initiative
D
all projects will be
appointment 502 1121
combine to bnng you career
available until 9:011
1615
Successes. but don't be
A.M., Eastern Stan.
careless about details. Take
dard Time Friday.
Nave 5 nisetest Call
nothing for granted.
February la, lam,
759-4444 far es hiSCORPIO at the Division of
spiretieset message te
(Oct.23 to Nov. 211
Contract Procurebriglitea yaw day.
You need to be careful of exment. Bid proposal'
penditures and unwise inChildree's tape 759for all projects will
vestments Academic in
444$.
be available at a
hobbies
terests
and
prove
4°9'0 01.11.0.
costol MI each and
..45.11r•
stunulating.
remittance payable
SAGITTARIUS
aaepe
to the State
I Nov. 72 to Dec 21, 4%
p STANP A LOT
Treasurer of Ken.
You'll profit by further
BETTER Ci4ANCE
research
regarding
lucky
a
business
must eel
yod 17 STOP CALLING
venture.. A partner is inclined
company request
vSPIRLEV"
ME
toward extravagance or faulty
for proposal'(Nob.
tale
Judgment
Refundable). BM
CAPRICORN
PROPOtiALS ARE
4104
Dec.22to Jan. ill /
ISSUED ONLY TO
"Ilelissel Ufa set AtBe upfront with others. A
(3110
PREQUALIFIED
chleat's IRA (ea
revised approach brings
CONTRACTORS.
piereetee yes mid
career progress. Sidestep
Specimen pro-,
yew sparse a refire.
ciandesbne involvements and
weak for all promeal imam yee can't
self-indulgence
jects will be
Navel"
AQUARIUS
available to all as(Jan.Zito Feb. 161
ftaressed parties at a
A desire for fun and good
coat of $S each
those could interfere with conI Non-Refunda ble .
B vvisiour
centratbon. Hard work pays
Specimen proposals
off, bet you're easily
cannot be used for
distracted. bidding.
PISCES
)Feb 19toMar 20) XCt
Don't try to combine
2. Notict
business and pleasure Forget
about work concerns this
everung and relax with loved

Benton; Mrs. Amer B. Dublin. Rt. 1. Mayfield;
Hill, Rt. 1, Mayheid. Mrs Treys 1.Aerrence,
Mrs Elaine Paschall. Rt Rt 1. Sedalia; Mrs.
4.
Laverne Clayton, Rt. 9,
Mrs. Deborah Smith. Benton. Mrs. Imogene
Rt 6: Kevin Aldridge. 224 Brannon. Rt. 1. Puryear.
Littletoi, Puryear. Tenn
Walter ()chola,
Tenn.; Miss Shelly D. 307 North 10th St.:
Harris. Rt. 3. Mayfield:
Mrs Nellie Irene
Roy E. Bynum. Rt. 6: George. Rt. 7. Benton;
Mrs. Donna Bonner. Rt. Garnett Cunningham. Rt.
4; Mrs. Elizabeth Conley. 1. Dexter: Louis HenderRt. 3;
son, Rt. 1. Hardin; Mrs.
Richmond Beam. Rt. 1. 'Robbie Orr, 1660
Dexter: Mrs. Estelle Bar- Calloway; Mrs. Larue
rett.
Rt. 2,- Puryear, Bizzell. 507 Whitnell;
Term.; Mrs. Amy F. Mrs. Sarah Panzer* (exBlane,
Mrs. Lola pired 401 Kentucky Ave
Perry.
East Main,
Dresden. Tenn : Mrs.
Fannie Adams. 504
Census at MurrayPoplar St Mrs Goldie Calloway
:
- County
Cole. 506 South Eighth Hospital for Thursday.
•
St
Jan. 20, was 139 adults
Mrs Libbie James, and five in nursery
Hazel. Mrs Kurile
Newborn admissions

/,,it 7.
1(17
4

• 4.•

51JRELi, I MA PE
AT EAST ONE

TOING CLEAR!

25
Oh-Art) HE

wro itroma To

MPS

AS IOU w11544..
HOw nearr
*got:Ns,*

YOU BORN TODAY have
leadership qualities and would
make a fine adnunistrator
You dislike being in a subordinate position You have
business acumen, but are
more inclined to public service You work best when
motivated by an ideal and can
corrirnercialue your crestiOe
talents You have a decided
philosophic bent and would
Make a good teacher
writer. Ovemxne I tendency
to be self-righteous; Birthdate
of Paul Newsmen, actor;
Douglas MacArthur. army officer; and Earths Kitt, entertainer.

FOR SALE
T er• 32 Geese ,
blegaem Shelve.,
Medal 076 Remingtee

$141.00
Medal

11011

We-

11110"

295.04)
Verses's
Western Shore
Olympic Pius
News 9-9 1411141, I -4
Sea*.

V

✓

Ky LEDGES & TrEF.N. Tuesday Jarman Z 1913

(;} 13fliE Iflfi

-Aak
2. Notice

r.ResiftsOppir1willy
717. 219. ft. S Iltn, 8 4

Foisiu
Brewster! 5 Sbst
Begins mods 12
Pees

$450.00
11ssmpsea Grater SO
Cal. win Tosco 11149
replica scope. (Bleck
powder)

$225.00
Vernon's
Western Store

S. Lost and Found
tabraaor
spot

on

the viniC
Area Call

1. Help Wanted
rperienced BOO Man
Cell 753 7333
O IL COMPANY
Off shore
OPENING
rigs, no experience

necessary. Start

11. Instnxticin

IM

V. Mobile Home Sales

15. Articles for Sale
Three pair ol curtains
and sneers Winnie the
Poo Print 45" length
Call Ala 2277

,9. Situation Wanted

16. Home Furnishings
room sofa
16
inches long. Damask
material. Cream back
ground with light green
leaf deSign" real good
condition 5.175 753 4445
Living

inatammr
23. Externim

men? and 1st morgage
S•nd reply to P.O. Box
1040E1
Would like to do sewing
in my home tor children
Caw'
and adults
759 9107.
Would like to have 100
house keeping
have references, honest and
dependable
Call 159
1255 or 753 2377

FIREWOOD
Seasoneo
oali and hickory 16 70'
$29 rick
Greenwood
$75 a rick delivered ana
stacked 753 9600
F irewood $22 SO a r ic k
753 3711 after Sows
For sale. 12 hole Martin
Box small I one 7 hole
birdhouses .,(41 sites)
Phone 753 171 2
1621
Oiive

3.000 bales wheat
straws Call days 901
Sal 3161 nights 90) 364
One used SCM 152 cOPY
3062
machine For informa A small retaii business
tion 753 4,751
753 9751
(Vegan chain saws
Burley pou ndage for '112 chains.
1 S nch pitch
For 16 inch bar. 799 70
or '13 crop 7530171
99 Wallin
Raw furs. raccoon. red inch bar
#0x, gray fox, muskrat, Hardware Paris
mink. coyote. opossum. SEASONED
beaver
Owen Mc
FIREWOOD Call John
Box 63, Boyer, 753 0331
Clellan
P0
III
Pulaski
62976.
Phone 611 3.42 6316

mediately. 35.000 plus
Two 'Verge desks.
Per year For inform&
lion call 1 312 970 MA. tYPewritter table,
chair,
secretary's
1774B
E l
Wanted experienced Kenmore compact re
frigerator. 2 Samsonite
body man Call 753 1764
folding- chairs. smell
bookcase 753 5067

Experienced babysit
ter. responsible mother
will care tOr yOur Child
anytime day or night,
fun time, part time or
drop 'in 5 minutes East
7391697
Party erereITIng real
restate lean 41 a tick-in
rate Person will give
sound financial state

Air Compressors tor
sale Dill Electric 'Si
9104

Heat butbS. 250 watts.
Intl° red. $1 Si each
Wallin ,Hardware
Paris

11. Want to Buy

$1114117.

black
with white
chest Lost in
ity of Penney
753 6115

Plenty of room for
building with amble
parking space. high
traffic count for a
prosperous business
Owner will sell lots
KOP
separately
PERUD REALTY 75.3
1722

Piano lessons given
Ask for Jill 762 3152

Olympic Pies
Pliers 9-9 doily, 1.

Lost

zoning aspro•imafely
l'd acres. 2115' frontage

It Miscellaneous

•••

MURDER
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Nom 753-3914

ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN BUNG A PART
OF NURSING MANAGEMENT?

BUSilleSS Rentals

Misr
Worsimess
Swept Specs
For lest
75347511

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished or unfinished
apts
1 Or 7 bedroom
S
Zimmerman Apt
16th, 753 6609
near
One bedroom
downtown Murray 753
4 1 09
762 6 650 or
4362141
One bedroom Call 753
•9201 or 759 4756 after
40 rn
One bedroom furnished
lvdtd
uttlifie% nOt
$165 per month cAH
753 3530 Two bedroom
townhouse opts Carpet
range refrigerator
disposal
dishwasher
washer and dryer
hoOkup central air, and

heal AlSO two bedroom
garden apt
Hamlet

34.Housesfor Rent

21. Mobile Home Rentals

79. Heating Cooling

If se, we srs holds,for Teel
Ws burs is ICCII Coordinator's positive *pea.
Toe will be responsible for comedies?* patient
cam, sieving s stiff if 14111's sod LPN's, esid
bee emmilre of Hos fleeting Masegeme Ti...
Ministers Geolificatiers:
2 'tiers sorting'swim* is KO
ISSI preferred
Ihresleg Menegimeat hairiest' preferred
Ifs.sri istsrestsd, costae
Wenn Foodless, IN
Director of Mersin
Illableabeg Ceseinsity Respite (5)
Gresaville, lisatecky 42345
(502)338-4211, Ext. 193

30

North apt% on Stadium
View Drive 753 7550 or
12.60 Airline hire be
drown two bath trailer 753 459
753 5500
Two bedroom duplex
gas heat
WeitwOort
141,0 3 bedroom
built new home, stove and refrigerator
bath
Toe Over 5225 plus deposit 436
must sell
2102 after $p m
payments 437 4171
Two 'room garage apt
EVERYONE'S TALK
!NG ABOUT appliances tur,•isheci
INVESTMENTS - - Tab Alio " irri.11-1 1ous.,_
Coltman Real
mobile homes located. in county
city on 201 x 725 lot have - Estate. 751 4•411
income from mobiles or
sell mobiles and have
an excellent building Nice two bedroom
site
First time of
brick garage large
',red no sign on pro 'vowed lot. 10 miles,
71 Coleman Real Estate
perty call Centur
for details 753 1492
753 9190
One bedro‘nr: fuin lined
house
no ch,Idrpfl of
7S3,6632_ or
pets
,
Nice 2 bedroom trailer- 759 4617
Three bedroom .house
near Murray No Pets
near K y Lake wasne•
1692611
and gyyer included'
Three, bedroom. l'
753
bath, central gas heat, deposit. required
$964 after Sp m
appliances water fur
niShed
Ctileman Relit
Estate. 753 919$
Two bedroom, couples
$90 pee month plus
deposit, water fur,
nished
Hwy
121 S
753 5405 or 436 7176
Two bedroom, a mile
South of Almo Heights
753 5611

Kerosene healers, all
have ceramic wick!.
automatic tip over; cut
off switch. bafte'ry
rgnation. UL approved
411013" BTU, 99 99 9300
BTU. 119 99 and up
12000 BTU, 139 99 70000
BTU. 179 99
Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Two burner Kerosun
neater. 35.000 to 40.000
BTU
$125, only been
753 0659
used 4 days
after 5 00
Warm morning gas
heater. 65.000 B T U
Banici. Odyssey II With
cartidges Call 753 6115

TRACTORS • COMBINES a TRUCKS • FIELD EQUIP.

AUCTION
THURSDAY, JANUARY 27. 1963
10:00 A.M.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
JOE LATTUS, SR., OWNER
HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
"ON EAST SIDE OF HICKMAN. KY. HWY. 94"
M.Jos Latina St.. A WM Known Polon Co.. Ky. Penner.•
I Now 71 Yews 0V A..
Nu Mods The Decision To Reeve. For An Ameffon Of The Mewl aurally Pamela
Ms
Cipleinry So An Auction Too Won', Wont To Mlitelll
COMP PInprOloso Of IroalhorflSee You Thorou

-Three becrrodm. 1 Oath
located 4 'miles odt on 94
West
Available im
mediately
No rprts
753 4406 before 6 ciOp m

rys /119atter6-00P m

37. Livestock-Supplies

,JAMES R. CASH
-ft-KIM. *Vito.-

Roberts Realty CO
.
753 1651
Ste
MUST
modeled older nome fl
Hare!
1 oearoores•
•dorn
n eit

arlappt.An
:es Stay
Pr.: ed at
311 SOO to sell Samie
offer Cal' `.parin Weal/
P1umging

Assoc
753_ 7724
_
tir NE L--0 TO A
'
HEY% FLAME
Wood
se • f
burn' n g
fireplare enhani7e5 the
warmth anc Oeauty dt
this three be ,?roOrT1 welt
manta °ea Or. k
ef.4ilscng
ateid

distance

tO

it.

High

c.ENER AL HOME
REPAIR' 1S years ex
oer•eni e Carpentry
:cin f e te
plumbing

and get yhe cjrt out E •
per en, e-,-• ins ured F fee

performance
parts
turn around
Cross rOond
Offenhou
sec n tette% all .ntakes
made for Joe' Quad 302
Chevroiet

short blot.
/Or

Century

7)

Loretta 301,5 PealtOIS
_

F

gv eit

motor

357

motor

built

racing Cali 75) vas

50. Used Trucks
t•,

'
1•65 Ford
/S)
eng,rity
1967 Ford VI P

roof ng

Sliding

p•O•VIVO•laUT

OOIS

4roun0
V.

•

.•

for

1-.!
And

to '0(' top
rn .1 1 r
Si.,''

•..)

,•

A

-

.5e

10 i110 Orr%

an An,' • r,. • rife,
sunroofs .
.10,1
or, yr,• 1,
flp
T r a,. to, sedys An!

1977 jeep f•urk 33 5prt
AlS 4331
441 Ford ostom 2SO
ton new * re% tett

',leper%

,

0..
1

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

"

.)"(It-WS
h0

-f.e, 474 ;NS

1."

Oatsurt k ing Cab
S speed low miles

+41'

'

••
••

,• enSed

JOB TO SMALL Free •es,
est,rnates Days /53
ay.7 3 n.crli, 474_2276
Harmon one Malone,nviete remode 0.1
.•

('Panels

)erf Ps)

Est•mates

140

We do any type
of sleaning.

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435-4348

A"?DOW good MP.
ys)
e owner
754 cico,

53. Services Offered

474-8838

Wedding
W.
lolscifogrophy
inwitetions
Neve
end napkins etc

(MUIR STUDIO
MAIM 751 1711
AP-PL IANCF

sf- 10
cir-eestingh0 tt 5 0
2
'Pool
Pairs ano
e•per 00. e
seri., • Botch Hovor.
K

BA)

n

App 'an e

Valentine

44

Ser

ines

op
(PO.1••, On
• e 707
:ler orate' be
I ui'
ittttif
'534 a :
lands( aor•I 3 bedroom *NMI.
New ap
home
0
,
4k
e
.
App
plianceS and appro•
r s,
f"
Ai
acre' tOt- -tt dhway •17"1tree:er
i•,),
Oniy 515 000
North
•
'
n
CIe •
kOPPEPt...0 ;if A L T V
r.• A rtrt%
frit' rOwave A
753 1222
Ser ea /19 1)77
WiFE TIME
• ,•,
Appliant
c,LiAPANTE
all brands
:i• "
.1 first
han.-ts •at
5341 or
w.nner "lust iisted Tappen Ca 'Si
j,ete
354 6956 1
high!

on Valentine's Day
t in this newspaper

.desireable three
bedr.00m. I . ()MI5 home

uSt One .ear 'Old and
priced Ofli, the forties
Owner has. been trans
'erred and is wanting
yc!_p!9.p9l 81'111't
c all /53 1491 Century 71
Loretta Jobs Reallorfs.

IS ,Our

rnanua! 5' i•
Truck
355'
iong bed
Si 6564

tenrs•S

0-eirts
•• 1 - • and
Mur ray •1 gr S. hl
F ine featvre1
entry hail o.n.ng room
C.orp01,no an d
new
great neighbOrS D.a ,
753 1497 ant- ask us
abOut thi5 pampered
home i And every r0Of•T
_St•OVei,

194* Criev•criet impala.
41 cylinder
ps
Pb
automat..
frit *IIfee 1
cruise Tontroi exceilent
tires 5.4 09S 7 59 9051._

..arpetdy nal D r•
angrt,11 your carpel
*ill (allSe it Wear out
sooner Have .Our carpet

11111111111

CO

Service

Meadow all wiry' 501113
wink
£15111 Ilia

latroacts Gil, Will Ed
harp 153411

or.
1

Think how hopp,
, oiiuf

%pc,. iJi

' r•

be. when she - tor Nil flit]lc'
The

r

mess,ocr from 5 UU

tin

Valentine s Day

Build o memwo compose visur ntessikie ,Inil
moil or phone it to the Cluss ified
Deportment The c(,%t 5I,.e.

V' 1
1

4.Auto Services

Your mesSo9e- will (.114)ety if,the spec
f.ne Love Lines feature in the CluSsified
hon of This newspope% on nt,f
12

, rrr

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

478.../weemmimi*IP_
Shout

Reolty
Mk.Con terrain
haws free lawywiere
nine Serve(' Inc• 1900
1917 Gino« Rion "
lawfrey. a•effich y 4767 i
i511171 /33 0116
Ar14N I 1111111011

Seeker
Useeery4 a Seined

•.
I

.

Building site, pl
acreage. 23 acres
mcludes 16 tendable
and 7
tubber.
Located on
blacktopped
highway. Stock
barn included and
priced at $19,000.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.

IIININS: anon 0.00'Coslorres Cheek,Al 011aw Coons Inn De Awned_ Oy
Ile Pin Mend Dan IllayesOL Ky. An Ansenneil9pM inemeges
LAW Salefenne To The Piss risesase 5.00'Bra Amass Dime WA MDR
ovoid Mrs Sempomme19158•11•••••41YeseelelMietlainfteporealinut
saw Oeso Nseell NO LTICIPNCINIM Per Pones*
Oursaskille,ON&
FIRM Nallsuml
.Mow
Nr4711
.

Appoint
Large for
merits nce• being made:

53. Services Offered

F14E1 ES71144•1 IF s on
ail toe( tr tc al plumbing
painting and well pump
Call
Licensh
needs
'53.0097.0r 753 94/3

13. Real Estate

John Deere 7720 Hydro-Static Combine. iv 222 Flux He 327 Hrs 4 Who•IDrove. C•A
wIlAonaors. Chopper, Bin Extension, 3051.32 Rubber, '6926 hear hew Fully
isiapped, -Show Flown Sheep •le4C 915 Dieser Hydro-Static Combine,Con Sootier+

LATE IIVENINOS JOE LAMS, M. Pk (802) 230-2171
LATE EVENI140111 JOS LIETTUS, JR. PH. OM 230-3213
DAY PH. 'NOP ISM 2311-3434

Extra nice 3 bedroom
, oath and dining
area Over 3 acres with
several outside
bait-dings Owner leav
ing State and must sof
Call Spann
537 000
Realty Assoc 753 7724
Less than five years on
and less than 530.000 is
this three bedroom
cedar home tn West
wood _Subdivision
fterrnopane windows
heat pump and central
air range dishwasher
and double insulation

47. Motorcycles

753-1222

ill" C-70 Chevy Cheyenne, 427 Engine Pr gimping tasoimpo Fue.r Road Raw
Trans reen Omer Two ThouswIsc•Throe Hundred Wee 10 00-20 12 Phi Plubbler.
Spoke Whiners, Fa Ary Effekes. Ao Horns AM-FU Redd 1100•Orel SIMM Soden Fool
Tann Wet Pendia* 22 Bed yr-52 Gram Sores & 10 Toppers Show Roont Shore"
• 1$75 Chow 2.Ton Gram Truck er Hews Pr Biean. 2-Spewl 12.313 Mites 'Reel
Shiro • 1074 Chevy 2.Ton Oran Truck re Hose. Pr INervig 2 Speed 12.101 rases
R.w Sharp • 1971 Ford F.360 Ranger 4-litateer Chas Aft Pr Senn% 32,000 Wes,
Lodx-In Lock-Oil Hubs. Spoke Wheels Beg TIM& Cultist:* Ikert0Or. Ton So.. -Real
&two- • ten Ford P.230 Berger 4-Wheel Drive. AN Pr Steering,53.000 Wes. Lock.
In Lack-Out-Hubs. Spoke *hoots Sig Tees, Cushion Bumper Tool Bon. Rae Shen- •
ill0213MCei 1.00001 Water Tank ri PTO PieTO
111C4100 &whew'BP**.Dr.*71-7 flosons • Los Ni. • NC-10-20-04o. Cira
wheeler Men • None 30 Fold Field Culeveler wOwesti Tines. IA' Neer •1#4C41044 Dec. r 'Pacing Rom Ws • sifC-4103-34 Dec. r Noon° Noe Front
*wise •Rowe tO Cia Set Doc •Wools 041 -alynaulls 140$ Relleho Caner •
Itewense IS RoMer-Herrow S 3Pt V-Cricher •Sig Oa 7 Tine %VP * Arm Dowd F1110.12 ROI•14••••••• • INC-3004416' SeraEfoloor • INC 51104.14 SerroPlow •
INC440011 Row/ HP* wErn TrerlePon • Terp-Onatiwe 13 Tine 3 Pi Creeel Plow •
einem 111 Tine Chisel Plow •Pearson/1 Hydraultc Foe)DuAll •Jeers Deerei66dm soon •tadiend•Teo Flower • Notate Row Geo Maker • ToONOOlel Dies
11114 Row teridroac Ford Caabwilors •• Rolling Fenders • Too-a-Wheet Farm Wagons
•$Pt Ass Ware Tram Remover irCiensh Tows• We More 400 Ru Oren Can •
A14.4veret Flew001101 WNW*irr Hydraulic Augers S Burch TorrAtArair Tower my*aftPM hlwiller ertesesiet FoN/len*es efedrwild Wraps•Dowesse
mow
visa Tesler •Load King 7-Alas.'' Orer Service Treeir'
,
Culling Torch. AMMO*
Wafer.'Tool lions. 400-00 //
1
440 Two. Snore.*a Cohoresser •Comore Homier
Trost •
10 Rene young Duo• Toe /-PtRigINW,Font •10040
Kw Mount ara • Ant fine W•cevery Ilefere.• hicreelis Cr 40001 dams
Tanks • ROW Mora 4-11141e1 OPP *rem •3 Pt IT Von •Jewel Prams,
Weshs
,• Unitas 250 latektler •Condom Shoe Poe 01 Teals•Piss Toon Ions,
• Three kficitorele Mows Roost tale Ni.

S3. Services Offered

4.Homes tor Sile

•,
Bobs Home
Attention horse owners
pasture and stall space. 1911 Yamaha X 51150 men? 17 fear% 0,
e• perien, e ref,'
evailable 534 a. month
Special, full ditss AM
mu additions • on ,•••••
Call after Op m
FM cassette
2.100 *Or•
(Jen,
reo21
753 3010
rmies
2 helmets and
maintain: e
home
Hay large round bales, Over $3750 oral)? lake
15..1 450)
110 ,02 302 2207
Ski Boat or Pop Up
.
Camper-in Wade TO CARPET (LE Aluir44Free E stima e
1035 after ifp m
Satisfied r•fer•n..es
%Mira Steam Clean.no
Purden & ThereonUpholstery cleaning Ac _brave a few sets of
kismet,&
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1960 Toyota Carol•.
Michilan radial
5$00
tires. 40 MPG? -Call
471 7325
1973 Chevrolet Impala.
dr 1375 4315-7116
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automatic in floor. very
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May 27-30 New York Theatre Tour i Air
June 4-11 Gala Hawaii Tour
Joao 11-13 Memphis, Graceland-Mud

fer year tattesaisate.
Fell floe tales
assaclatas availing
.pheass.

MutIldaty /SIM
los Neu 75, 7772
kpNI.si1. 1S3-1311
ram
loo
RmeImre . )11.1477

41.NosiforSail
Attractively landscaped
III WM large trees
surrounds this 3 bed
noon. FA barn brick
Perne.

Dan

and .91m1

room PrOvIds wear and
privacy tar Me' Wow
family. 'as 1-7
greenhouse for the
Gardiner. Priced at
Us•000. Give vs. call
753 1777, itOPPERUCI
WEAL T Y.

Dave I haven
spent one day not
loving you Only
I'm yours forever'
Love. Arnie

Wile

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines

April 2-10 London. England
April 2-10 Florida Spring Break
April
Trails of History in the Spr
ingtime Asheville. Charleston, Savannah
Atlanta.
4ir11 24-30 New Orleans
May 10-IS Mackinac Island, Holland Tulip
Festival

TELEPHONE 753-1061
Appeisameats Nees

t)co io.e .5
the kind that
,asts forever'

PENNTRILE TOURS OFFERS
FOR YOUR VACATION:

REALTORS

0Outh 12th at Sycamore

HaPP),
ethontin•
On

PlIesT TOullt COPT Wet FOSI vALIKTeel LOW LOWS
COST 4 SHOWN Oft LAST LION 1,1140

Island
Julie 116-vhdy 3

$3.25
14.50 /
15.50
16.50
17.50

Washington. D (' -Atlantic
City-New York City
June 2940 Kentucky Dramas
July 6-24 WEST BY
NORTHWEST Through Bronson. Mo .
Wichita. Kansas. Pike's Peak Air Force
Academy. Colorado Springs. Black Canyon.
Salt Lak• City. Elko & Reno." Nevada San
Francisco. Ca. Chinatown, Oregon. Mount
Hood, Portland, Seattle, Wash., Montana.
North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin. IlS
linois by Chicago. Terre Haute-home
July 30-Augt. 14 Nova Scot.
Aug. 21411 7 days Cruise from Miaow
Florida
Sept.24 Las Vegas Retreat(By'Mn
Sept. 211-Oct.2 New England in the Fall

Neil s. that It remise vs a• leer nes Fib. II. Tsr
atessitge will appear me fib. 14. Mail mew earl cbick et
messy seder tit

The ledrer Timms
'P.O.
Ciessifi"
Oss lAlinthsi"
040
D.Partawfft
Money,imtecky 42071

Sept. 13416 Mexico(Sy Alt)
Nov.147 Australia and New Zealand
Vs
Oct.114 Fall at Illackwater
Oct. 14-15 Covered Bridge restive(
Oct. WU6Oct.1741 Faints the lirrsokies
Oct. NW Clatttaattaga -Chae•Choo and
Auturim !Aril Specie
For Intern:mitten And needway Of #11 Tours
'Write:
Ruth Blackwood. Tour Repreeentathre. Penny rile Tours, 203 South 6th Et.. Murray. Ky.,
42271
Call 502-753-1527 after 5.00 p.m.
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1 Movie Director George Cukor dies Monday at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Hollywood

OBITUARIES
Walter Gray Residents'
dies;funeral mother dies
to be Friday. at hospital
Walter Gray, W. fit. 5,
Crappie Hollow Area,
died unexpectedly today
at 4: Wm.at his home
Born March 10, 1922. in
Arkansas, he was the son
of the late Willie Milton
Gray and Maggie Lou
Tanner Gray.
Mr Gray is survived by
his wife. Mrs Inez Gray:
two daughters. Mrs
William Sharoni
Fruitport, Mich . and
Miss Patti Gray, lit 5,
six sons, Ron Gra), and
Jack Gray, lit 5, Randy
Gray of United Stifles
Navy. William Gray of
Muskegon, M ich , and

Mrs. Marie Sheets. 72,
died Monday at Parkview
Hospital, Fort Wayne.
Ind She was a resident of
Rt. 4, Bronson, Mich.
The deceased is survived by her husband. Arthur Sheets, Jr., Rt. 4,
Bronson, Mich., and two
sons. Karl Wuest and
Ronald Wuest, both of
Murray
Also surviving are two
step sons, two step
daughters, two sisters,
one brother, 17 grandchildren and one greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in

Walter

the

Gray

Daniel

Jr ,

Gray.

and

North

Also surviving are four
brothers, Clarence

;ray,

Home,

landenwood

and

Wayne

Gray, Mooresville.

Cemetery in

•
Former

Gray

and

grand-

Pierre
I,aval
was executed in 1943 for
betraying his country to

Nazi

The funeral will be Friday at 10 a in in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr David

World War II

Roos will officiate
Burial

follow

will

in

Memorial

Gardens.

at the
funeral home after 5 p.m
Wednesday
Friends may call

Mrs. Mary Orr
dies; funeral
on Saturday

Germany

Mary

E

RICHMOND, Ky o API
'Running
water was
restored early Tuesday to
more than 30.000 Madison
County residents who
went dry for nearly It
hours after a pipeline
burst near here, officials
said
Water begun to trickle
from faucets about mid-

night, said a city

police

Utility crews

Orr. 53,
expected

died

during

Madison County water restored

dispatcher
Mrs

French

Premier

children.

Murray

Angola,

follow in

Fort Wayne,Ind

Tenn

Earl

eight

Weicht

Glenn

Tenn .

Gray, Hornbeak.

Ind.:

Funeral

of

Ind. Burial will

.Muskegon. Mich

Obion,

chapel

unexpectedly

the

water

today
pressure to build back up

at. 3 30 a in
in Warren,

at her home

She was a
Temple

member of
Church,

Detroit. Mich
Born

;,

Jan

County,

she

was the daughter of the
late F:linus Mitchell and
Wilkerson

Louisa

Mit-

chell
Mrs Orr is survived by
her

husband. Henry

Orr, to

whom

that residents had ,begun

saying when an alert was
broadcast Monday morning
Many factories and
restaurants_
thern

in

the

nor-

three-quarters

Of

its

flow , by

normal

about.3 a m , she said

Baptist

Calloway

.County except the area
around Berra. saved the
water left in its towers for
use by Pattie A Clay
Hospital and the city fire
department.
City officials urged
sparing use of the water

the county v7ere forced to
close, and two girls'
basketball games were
The break, which afcancelled.
fected - roughly - the norSiudents living in dorthree-quarters of
thern
rnitortes at Eastern Kencounty, occurred
the
tucky University were
about 7.30 am. Monday,
to return home
asked
said Ray Kindred, serMonday night because
vice Manager for Richthe problem left them
Gas
Water
mond
&
without water or heat,
Sewerage.
said school officials.
The
utility,
which:
Utility crews were still.
serves all of Madison working late Monday
to

Mich

HOLLYWOOD i AP) — filtaw'e "Pygmaliea." his
Director George Cukor, career was filled with
who made stylish MO- memorable films since
society films with some of lfa. when four CukorHollywood's greatest directed movies were
leading ladies, then cap- released.
ped his career with an
He was especially
Oscar for "My Fair mated for his work with
Lady," is dead at &gel*. great female leads like
Cukor, born in New Marilyn Monroe ("Let's
York City and the son of Make Love"), Greta GarHungarian immigrants bo("Camille" and "Twodied late Monday in the Faced Woman"); Joan
emergency room of Crawford, Judy Garland,
Cedars-Sinai Medical Judy Holliday, Audrey
Center, said hospital Hepburn. Elizabeth
spokeswoman Tess Grif- Taylor. Jean Harlow,
fin.
Sophia Loren ("Heller in
"He came in in heart Pink Tights") and Ingrid
failure and died of ,it" Bergman ("Gasligld"I.
about 15 minutes later,
"I believe in working
Ms. Griffin said.
through actors. The betCukor never married. W I succeed. the leas oband his gardener of 30 vious is my function,"
years, who asked that his Cukor once said.
name not be used, said
In 19%, he began direconly the household staff ting plays for producer
was present when Cukor Gilbert Miller Among
was stricken at his Bever- them: "The Constant
ly Hillstorne
Wife" "The Cardboard
The
gardener
Lover." "The Furies,"
said
Cukor had been in good and "The Great Gataby."
health. "He was strong." He went to Hollywood in
he said.
1929, working as dialogue
Although Cukor won his director on "River of
only Oscar for "My Fair Romance" and "All Quiet
Lady," the musical about on the Western Front."
a London linguist based
Cukor almost directed
on George Bernard "Gone with the Wind,"

she

J

was

night on the 20-inch main,
which pipes Kentucky
River water to Richmond
from the city's treatment
p/ankonwaL College Hill in
eliafrn MadlsonCOunty.
Gerald Ballinger. assistant superintendent of the
utility, said the break in
the line ocsurred about
five miles east of the city.
He said repairs were
delayed because a creek
nearby made it difficult
to move heavy equipment
tO the scene _,..
"We think it was just
line fatigue," said Ballinger "That line's been
out there for quite a
while:"
Kindred- said utility
workers were unable to
locate the rupture immediately because fog
prevented them from using an airplane to inspect
the pipeline route, which
extends 14 miles.

huL David 0. Fiskalek
fired him after a few

weeks of shooting. There Gable feared his role '1 don't really know why
were reports that Clark would be overihadowed I was tired."
by Vivien Wei. Cukor
Funeral plans were
himself said years later: pending.
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CORRECTION

GRAND OPENING
IN MURRAY
Everything In Our Color Van.Sale

3040%°FT
CUSTOM DRAPERIES

The Hair Hut
A Double Special
through

Mimi-Ellin& *Vernet& *Vertical Blinds
Woven Woods •Bedspreinis •Energy Fabrics
Swap

evatance.

15-30% Off
Wallcovering

Save $321-1571
Anse IV Carpet

January Only...
2 Perms for
the price of One
Reg. 38.50(namebrands)
Bring a friend and
I $ 925 Each
pay only
Price includes Cut and Style
(Both perms must be given
on the same day)

keg,,,at
T'S t•

SOFT CORNICES
NOW $9.95 ft.

Ovedo"Ve"Severn,759-9725
111%4 ,
t11% kt
III Olt '41,

.
. .
• 'tale cods frisies•• SIsh (.0 401.s.

Hurry!
Call Paulette or Margie,
for an appointment now!
753-5695

Drapery • Carpet • Wallcovering
The colorful store that comas to your door'"

GOOD•
FilEAIR

married on May 17, 1948;
two

daughters,
J

,Peggy

Warren,

Mich . and Mrs

Thomas

J

Edith I.

THESE MARKET REPORT ARE SPONSORED BY

Miss

Orr.

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.

Eiserupann.
KIINT

Ill 4. Murray . one grandson.

J

Also

surviving

are

three sisters. Mrs
Curry, Itt
Maurelle

Irene

4. .and

Mrs.

Williams

and

Mrs, Beauton Osborn. Rt.

two brothers.
Melton D Mitchell, Rt. 5,

2.

Hazel,

and

James

C.

Mitchell,

Rt. 4
The

funeral

Saturday at 1
chapel

of

will

p m

be

in the

Blalock -

Coleman Funeral Home.
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The Rev
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GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

Owen will officiate
Burial will follow in the
Macedonia Cemetery
Friends may. call at the

Speakers listed

funeral home after 6 p iii
Thursday

A Bible Institute will be

Baptist
Church, Old Highway 641
at

Contract given

Northside

CORRECTION

North near-Almo Heights,
on Thursday. Friday and

ELIZABETHTOWN,
Ky.

IAPi

Hardin

Fiscal Court has voted to
award a management
contract for Ron Hardin
Memorial Hospital to a
Nashville. Tenn..firm.
The five-year, MI1,000
dollar (-Contract to run the
county-owned hospital
was awarded to the
Hospital Corporation of
America, one of four
finalists that addressed
the court Monday.

Saturday.

Services

be at 7 p.m.

each night.

The

Rev.

will

James

Garland of Hazel will be
the speaker on Thursday.
Speaker on Friday will be
the Rev. Billy Turner of
Mayfield. The Saturday
speaker will be the Rev.
Don Farmer of Murray
The Rev. Larry
Salmon, pastor of Nor°wide Church, invites the
public to attend the services.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

The Turner's Ice Milk in the D
T Food ad should have reed
Turner's Milk One Gallon

Special Savings On Special
Selection Of Goodyear Tires
...While Supplies Last
IfiE

A/Owe

Pripet Sem*8

MONA II IlliselreaU
Mei I Id 1 IL T
PO Trade Needod

C711-14 Wirlevall 004
PlosISCIPACT
••Trod.1604
0
0
.

2.19
BOYCE G.
CLAYTON
(fveer Jeep,ay.*rem Cain)

ANNOUNCES

11179 Sin Chevrolet Picki,
Custom deluxe. 3 speed, 6 cyrindet. blue
vinyl rally wheels. 39,XXX miles.

DWAIN TAYLOR
- CHEVROLET
713-2637

4$1

l'Atimi7

1
11

The opening of his
office for the general
° practice of law
1111 POPLAR STREET

90 Days
Same As
Cash

Omtes,Ity. 42•25
(ied.gils Of Coed Spero)
Mom(n2)1274178

RUDOLPH TIRES St ALIGNMENT

7 51 3s4-01195
;

